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would have been paid him had he
not been removed.
CLAIRVOYANTS
Chicago, May
dictments voted
last Saturday in
leged swindling

Mil

ARE INDICTEP.

The eight

19.

in-

Frank S. Ryan, alias Professor
L. .Milton; James Ryan, alias
Robert
IMPORANT
A
FEW
ONLY
Professor Charles T. Crane; Carios
TRIED.
BE
CASES TO
De Aivandros, alias Mantel; Edward
Hartley, alias William Shea; Dr. WilSECURED liam Stone and David' K. Ross.
PETIT JUR1MS
IS

19.--l-

VENIRE

IS

LIGHT.

NECESSARY

seen.

AFTERNOON.

THURSDAY

A cruiser
and several torpedo
boats were sent out today to search
With the smallest criminal docket for the missing boat ana men.
in its history the district court of
A TEXAN TO HELP.
San Miguel county this morning
May 19. Attorney
Washington,
term.
its
May
Judge
degular
opened
David J. Leahy was upon the bench, General McReynolds today announced
and District Attorney Charles W. G. the appointment of Thomas W. GregWard and his assistant, Chester A. ory of Austin, Texas, as a special asHunker, were prepared respectively sistant to prosecute the federal gov'
to prosecute the criminal cases and ernment's proposed extensive investiconduct the grand jury investigations. gation of the railroad situation in
to
The grand and petit jury venires New England, particularly relating
New Tork, New Haven and Hartthe
emwas
were called. The petit jury
to determine whether the Sherpanelled1 without difficulty, but the ford,
t
man
law is being violated.
entire venire was exhausted without
will begin within a
The
investigation
memsufficient
of
the' qualification
few
days.
bers for the grand jury. Sheriff Roman Gallegos and his deputy, Felipe
FIREMAN IS KILLED.
instructions to
Lopez, were given
Austin, Tex., May 19. In a head-oThis was
serve a special venire.
collision south of here today on
made returnable this afternoon, and
it was expected the jury would be the International and Great North
empanelled, instructed and started on ern railway between passenger train
Fireman
No. 7 and a cattle train
it3 labors before evening.
was Instantly killed. Five
The petit jury is made up of the Chris Reek
o
persons were seriously and "a "score
following citizens of the county:
more slightly hurt.
or
EnArchuleta, Domingo Maes,
rique Perea, Jose Sedillo, Cruz
Eugenio Chavez, Jose Inez TruJOHNSON SIGNS THE
Ma.
Jesus
Gallegos,
jido, Eugenio
Casaus, Jose I.
Romero, Atanacio
ANTI-ALIELAND BILL
Montoya, Juan Blea, Eugenio Flores,
Antonio
Juan
Atencio,
Cruz Duran,
Juan Ortega, Epifanio Crespin, Rom
WILL
an Romero, Francisco Garcia y Gu- AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
NOW FORMALLY REPLY TO
Marce-linD.
Manuel
Benavides,
tierrez,
JAPAN'S PROTEST.
Montoya, Cecilio" Gurule, Emi-teri- o
Sanchez, Pelagio Gallegos.
Sacramento, Cal., May 19. GoverJudge Leahy appointed the follow- nor Johnson
signed today the alien
ing court officials: Juan Lucero, land bill,
which Japan proagainst
court crier; Zacarias Valdez and
the California leg
which
and
tests,
Sandoval, bailiffs to the court;
islature passed by an overwhelming
Luis E. Armijo, court Interpreter;
of
court stenog- majority over the remonstrances
Wi'lliam E. Gortner,
and
BryPresident
Wilson
Secretary
rapher. County Clerk ; Lorenzo
an. The act will go into effect 90
and his chief deputy, William
from date, or on August 17.
B. Stapp, were in charge of the rec- days
Governor Johnson, after signing
ords.
the bill, gave out the following stateIt was not thought likely that any ment;
eases would be called for hearing at '"1
repeat what I have before said:
the afternoon session. Three crimi- that California for the first time in
nal cases and one civil case are set its
law. Any
history has an
for hearing tomorrow and W eclnes-da- man who wishes another kind of law
and
case
while one criminal
may consistently invoke the initiathree civil suits are scheduled to tive. No man who really wishes an
come up Thursday. The cases set anti-alie-n
law will sign a referendum
for tomorrow are those of Rataei as to this law.
Lucero, charged with assau'it with a
"If another law is sought it may
Naranjo, be presented by means of the initiadeadly weapon; Leopoldo
charged with assault; Juan B. Pol- tive, and in the meantime the pressetlack, flourishing a Pistol in a
ent law will be In operation. To ' "3
tlement; Cruz Lucero vs. Mauuelita up the present law means no law un-tS. de Lucero.
November, 1911."
The cases, set for Thursday are
Americai'8 Reply to Be Presented.
those of Vicente Maestas, charged
with larceny of cattle; Dr. H. M.
Washington, May 19 Now that
Smith vs. the hoard of trustees of the Governor Johnson has signed the anti-alie-n
New Mexico Hospital for the Insane;
land law, against which Japan
E, Rosenwald and Son vs. Rafael Lu- is protesting, tbeTnext stage in the
cero; Charles life'id company vs. diplomatic negotiatiohs will be the
Benton S. Jackson.
formal delivery of tl reply of the
The case of Dr. Smith against the United States- to lhe"Japanese note.
board of trustees of the state insane The communication tons? been considhospital Is, perhaps, the most inter- ered by President Wilson end tne
esting civil action that will come up cabinet, and, it is understood, has
during the term Dr. Smith, who was been withheld from delivery to the
superintendent of the institution, was Japanese ambassador only awaiting
removed from of fee last September Governor Johnson's signing the bin.
When
Secretary
Bryan heard
by the democratic members of ttie
board of directors, who recently had through the news dispatches that
been appointed by Governor McDon- Governor Johnson had signed the
ald.
This actioii was taken over bill he went over to the executive ofthe protest of Br. Smith, who had fices for a short conference with
a contract with the former board President Wilson.
When he came from the president's
which would haje permitted htm to
act as superintendent for three more office Secretary Bryan announced
years. It was done also without any that the formal reply of the United
charge of incompetency or of any oth- States to the Japanese protest would
er dereliction against Dr. Smith hav- be delivered as soon as official notiing been made. Dr. Smith alleges his fication of the signing of the bill had
He has been received. Mr. Bryan expects
contract is still in force
sued for $15,000, the amount he say a telegram from Governor Johnson

Endurance Is
Mistaken for
pitallty
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STRIKERS

Paterson, N. J .May 19 Through
a lane of police two blocks long, 20
bands formerly employed by the silk
mill of the Arthur Price company,
TO J. P. MORGAN
went back to work today after a
strike of more than two months. Hun
New York,
May 19. Charles M. dreds of pickets of the Industrial
Schwab, president of the Bethlehe n Workers of the World sought to preSteel corporation and first preside!' t vent their returning, hat the police
of the United States Steel corpora guard was too effective. There was a
tion, took the stand today as a witness lively scrimmage for a time, and 60
for the defense' in the government pickets were arrested.
suit to dissolve the latter corporation.
Mr. Schwab described the famous
dinner given him in 1899 by prominLONGSTHEET
ent financiers at which Schwab made
a plea for consolidation of the swA
IS SARCASTIC
industry on the ground of economy.
Schwab sat next to J. P. Morgan
at the di:'.inr ;nd today 1.--; descited
the conversation he had with bim. ROUNDLY ROASTS POSTMASTER
Mr. Schwab said he explained to Mr.
GENERAL FOR DEPRIVING
Morgan that a combination of steel
HER OF HER OFFICE.
companies would "bring about a comorganization,"
integrated
pletely
Washington, May 19. Mrs.. Helen
which would have the advantages cf D.
Longstreet, widow of the noted
the possession of raw material, trans- Confederate
general, had a hearing
portation and plants which would
before the senate postoffice commitit "to conduct the business from tee
today to give her version of the
the mining of ore and coal, r'vh circumstances
leading to lier disthrough to the manufacturers' sale of placement as postmaster at Gainesevery finished product."
ville, Ga. Mrs. Longstreet did not
"I also pointed out to him," he said, ask
reinstatement, but sought to re"that only by combination could ex- ply to Postmaster
General Burleport business be made profitable. son's statement that her office was
Probably more than anything else I poorly managed". She referred to Mr.
impressed upon him the advantages Burleson as "President Wilson's
of combining for the sake of establishpostmaster general."
ing an export trade."
Mrs. Longsireet declared that she
was the victim of the Georgia RailWATER CASE POSTPONED.
and Power company, which, she
way
Denver, May 19. A conference in
had pursued her because she
said,
Cheyenne yesterday between Goverurged
legislation to "curtail its favnor Ammcns and Attorney General ors." She
presented a long list of
and Governor endorsements of her
Farrar of Colorado
administration,
Carey and Attorney General Preston and asserted that the people of her
of Wyoming, resulted in a decision
community who knew her were more
to postpone the taking of testimony
to judge her than the postcompetent
water suit
in the Colorado-Wyominmaster
general.
until fall. The whole question of in"The immortal commander whose
terstate water controversies will be name I
bear, who resigned a comthreshed out at the conference of mission in the American army to folwestern governors, whicn is to be low the banners of the south until
held at Salt Lake City, June 5, 6
the last stainless on was furled at
and 7.
Appomattox, and thenceforth found
himself an outcast in the land whose
SUGAR COMES DOWN.
battlefields had run red with his heNew York, May 10. All grades of
roic blood," declared Mrs. Long-streerefined sugar were reduced 10 cents
"was not made to suffer more
a hundred pounds today.
than I Ifave been made to suffer at
the hands of that branch of democracy which is in the saddle down in
B0DLIAT08 ELECTED
the good old democratic state of Geor.
gia in the year that nas placed a
IIV POLITICAL RING Virginia gentleman in the White
House."
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THIS IS THE ACCUSATION MADE
REGARDING PRESBYTERIAN
PRESIDING OFFICER.

4. 4.
TODAY

IN CONGRESS.

C
Atlanta, Ga., May 19. Reproduction in Atlanta today of a story in a
Washington, May 19. Senate: ReNew York newspaper charging that sumed consideration of Kern resoluthe election of John T. Stone of Chi- tion for West Virginia coa
trik" incago as moderator of the Northern vestigation.
former
Mrs. Helen D. Longstreet,
Presbyterian general assembly was
heard
the result of a "deep laid political postmistress at Gainesville

scheme" threw that assembly into a
turmoil of excitement.
Dr. Stone himself took the floor.
He said he had not seen the publication, and begged that the article be
overlooked as an "error in judgment."
William T. Ellis of Pennsylvania,
who seconded Dr. Stone's nomination,
denounced the story as untrue.
Commissioners to all the assemblies of the branches of the Presbyterians resumed their work today
with indications that the present
week's labors would develop some of
the most important actionB yet taken in the matter of committe reports
and the settlement of many questions
brought in overtures from a countrywide constituency.

1DN0P0LIE5 MAY

Panama-Californi-

noon Tuesday.

BLEW UP
Cripple Creek,
L. Bacon,

HIS HOME.
Colo., May

19.r-Ja- mes

member of the
eighteenth general assembly ftom
Teller county, was arrested here at
1:40 o'clock his afternoon on a warrant charging him with the murder
of his wife, Ida Bacon,
and stepThe
daughter, Josephine Davidson.
women were killed in an explosion
that wrecked the Bacon home on

BATTLE

M

a

tu

LAND

IN AIR AND
ON SEA

'

April 28.
THE CONSTITUTIONALISTS' ATBacon has been in the hospital
TACK UPON GUAYMAS, MEX.,
most of the time since the explosion
TO BE SPECTACULAR

suffering from injuries received nt
the time. He recently attended the
funeral of his wife in Denver and AEROPLANE CROSSES COEDER
was accompanied on the trip by two
'
deputy sheriffs.
The warrant on which Bacon was FRENCH AVIATOR MASSON SUCCEEDS IN GETTING MACHINE
arrested was sworn out 10 days ago
by the sheriff, who has been conductTO HELP REBELS
ing an investigation of the explosion.
At the time of the explosion Bacon
ACROSS
GETS
QUESTIONS was taken to the hospital, supposed- AMMUNITION
LAFOLLETTEJAS
ly in an unconscious condition from
the effects of his injuries. Upon re- TWENTY-FiVMANUFACTURERS
WHO PROTEST
THOUSAND ROUNDS
he told a
gaining consciousnessGO OVER THE LINE AT
AGAINST UNDERWOOD BILL
story of having received Black Hand
ARE QUERIED
APIZ.
letters, and attributed the explosion
to the alleged senders of these letWashington, May 19. An amend- ters.
Nogales, Ariz., May 19. The proment to the tariff bill introduced to
jected attack by Sonora state troops
on Guaymas may take the form of a
day by Senator Kenyon proposes that
NEW MARSHALS APPOINTED.
when any corporation or concern was
land, marine and air battle, made
Washington, May 19. President
possible
adjudged a monopoly i(s production Wilson
by the crossing Into Mexico
today nominated Emmett R. last
of a complete aeroplane.
night
automatically goes on the free list.
"be
Jordan to
United States marshal
A special train bearing the machine
Mr. Kenyon haa hope that the finfor the district of Alaska, division
ance committee may favorably conarrived at Nogales, Sonora, and today
No. 2, and Edward W. Exum, for the
is hastening south to the front abovo
sider the amendment, but if not he
district of Alaska division No. 3.
the Gulf port. The Mexican gunboat
will press It on the floor. The proGuerreo lies in the harbor ready t
posal has almost unlimited possibili-te- s
assist the federal garrison.
for overturnng schedules.
After the confiscation ol his aeroThe question whether products of LOWER CLASS WOMEN
ooncerns reorganized since the suplane below Tucson, Diddier Masson,
a Frenho aviator, escaped Into Mexico
preme court held them to be monoHELP SUFFRAGETTES and since has been awaiting the arrivpolies might still he under the monoal of the second machine. It is said
polistic control also would enter into
that the machine that crossed last
the application of the law should the
THEY ARE NOT INTERESTED IN
night is the second of a series of five
Kenyon amendment be incorporated.
THE CAUSE, BUT ARE HIRED
of the finance
contracted for by the insurgent state
The
FOR DIRTY WORK
committee plans to meet every day
government. The flying apparatus arrived at the Mexican border town of
this week to consider the wool, cotton,
London, May 19. Confirmation of Nogales from the division of
Xacj,
sugar and chemical schedules of the
tariff bill. On all these,, manufactur- the hint that the militant suffragettes where it is believed to have been
ers are here pleading to be heard We hlring wemen of the lower class smuggled through the united Stat?;;
as members for tbeir "arson squads'' border
patrol. A shipment of 25,000
against the rates of the Underwood
was received this morning when Nel- rounds of
bill.
cartridges also is reported
lie Robinson was arrested outside the
crossed.
Chairman Simmons has called
successfully
famous New College chapel at Hamp-steacomfinance
entire
the
of
meeting
The woman described herself
To Indict Smugglers
mittee for tomorrow. A set of quesLos Angeies, Calif., May 19. Investions to manufacturers proposed by as a servant, and said she was awaitSenator La Follette is to be sent out ing the arrival of two suffragettes I tigation of the federal grand jury into
der whose direction she was going to the alleged attempt to
smuggle a war
fire the church.
OLD CAPTAIN DEAD.
aeroplane across the Arizona border
The police magistrate before whom into Sonora for the use of the insur-rectoSt. Liuis, Mo., May 19. John A.
woman was charged
remarked
will be resumed here Tuesday.
Scudder, a retired
capitalist, died the
of
course
in
to
that
be
"seemed
she
suddenly at his home here today of
According to Assistant United State
He was 83, years old. In training as a professional petroleum Attorney Dudley F.otdnson, at lea c
apoplexy.
the olden days of river traffic on the incendiary under miscreants worse five indictments for conspiracy to violate the presidential proclamation proMississippi, Mr. Scudder was a than herself."
steamboat captain. He was one of
hibiting the transporting of munitions
of war into Mexico from the United
the organizers of the Memphis and
States will be returned.
St. Louis line, known as the Anchor JOHNSON WISHES TO
Mr. Robinson has returned from San
line, and at various times has been
a director in St. Louis financial inDiego where he procured new evidence
HECIiPEHATE PURSE of the alleged conspiracy. He sat;l
stitutions.
be expected indictments to be returned against Diddier .Masson, the French
STATE OFFICIAL FINED.
CHAMPION ASXS FOR ONE MORE
aviator, and his assistant, Thomp.3
Pierre, S. D., May 19. Fred Ab
BATTLE WITH WHICH TO
land
South
Dakota
Dean; Colonel Manuel Bancho Alcalformer
Drinker,
PAY HIS FINE.
de, former publisher of the Nueva
commissioner, was today fined ?250
in
in a contract
Era, a Maderista newspaper of Mexfor participating
Calgary, Alberta, May 19. Tommy ico
which he was interested while a poCity; his brother, Joaquin B. AlBurns last night received a telegram
calde, former fencing master in the
litical official. Brinker admitted his
from Ed W. Smith of Chicago, asking Madero
household, and General Sanguilt.
if he could arrange a match between
tiago Cambreras, of Nogales, Sonora.
Luther McCarty and Jack Johnson in
The federal prosecutor also intimatJohnson has asked the ed that others
Calgary.
SMILES AS HE GOES
might be involved but
United States court for a stay of CO he declined to make
public any other
days, giving as his reason that he is names.
ELECTRIC
CHAIR
to
TO
"dead broke" and wants a match
get money to pay his fine, the teleDiaz Asked to Return.
gram stated. Burns is considering the
Spain, May 19. A MexiCorruna,
MURDERER OF matter.
JOHN MURANEY,
can delegation arrived here today on
"PADDY THE PRIEST," IS GAME
Luther McCarty is training hard board the steamer
Ipiranga for the
TO THE LAST
for his match with Pelky on May 24. purpose of
trying; to persuade General Porfirio Diaz, the former Jlexkaa
Ossining, N. Y.,May 19. John
president, to return to Mexico and
who was to have been put to
KANSAS CITY IS SCARED.
undertake the government of the
but
-on
March
murderer
as
a
17,
death
Kansas City, Mo., May 19.- A
won 60 days' reprieve by declaring in heavy pail of darkness
that hung country.
an appeal to the governor that he was over Kansas City for two hours this
THE SWITCHMEN MEET.
going to his death as the martyr of morning sent hundreds of citizens
Houston, Tex., May 19. The grand
a criminal "code of honor," was elec- scurrying into their cellars iu fear
trocuted at. Sing Sing prison early to- of a tornado, resulted In a series of lodge of the International Switchmen
here in biennial session today.
minor traffic accidents and culminat--e convened
with
1,000 delegates
and visitas
was
day
known
to
he
I
"Happy Jack,"
,in a terrific thunderstorm.
ors
in
St.
attendance.
Denver
Louis,
his comrades, wore to the last the
sai.1
Reports from nearby towns
smile that had won him his nickname, the same conditions prevailed, but and Buffalo are candidates lor the
and called back to the other Inmates no serious damage was reported from next convention. A movement is on
foot to meet hereafter QuadrainifUr
of the death cells a cheerful "good- any point.
of biennially.
instead
bye."
Charles Becker, the former New
York police lieutenant and the gunJOHNSON APPEAL PUT OFF.
FATAL AUTC f ZZ r,
men involved with him in the RosenChicago, May 19. Federal Judge
Denver, V"Y 10. T Vr t
thal murder, were among the 14 who Carpenter today postponed hearing Palmer Ixl., CoI", 1( 1 t
i , i
answered. The murder of which of a motion for a new trial for Jack juries r ! i f 1 v
)
"Happy Jack" was convicted was that Johnson, the nego pugilist, recently driven by
m
of Patrick McBren, known as ."Faddy convicted of violation of the Mann battkmett ir !i
the Priest," a New York saloon keep- white slave act. Postponement was shortly rut - n p ' i ,
,
er who was shot wLlla standing be- due to the absence of Assistant Thomas i man t.t
i
hind his bar on the night on October United States District Attorney Kar-kln- , end ClaN n t 'k
who prosecuted the cane.
3, 1911.
iot.s, :si i pi 0 v th i, n t
.

'

s

Mur-ane-

before postoffice committee.
Senator Kenyon introduced ari.i'nd-men- t
to tariff hill to automatically
put on free list products of cyny concern adjudged a monopoly.
Passed urgent deficiency bill appropriating $000,000 for postoffice department.
Passed house bill requiring
Exposition company to deguarantees for awards
money
posit
'
'
and prizes.
his
Senator Burton reintroduced
seaman's involuntary servitude bill.
Senator Clapp introduced bill to
prohibit senators and representatives
from serving on or soliciting funds for
any political committee.
House: Not in session. Meets at

Often
Hos- -

CITY EDITION

BENEFITS

OBJECTS

IRS.

anti-trus-

j

.

1,

RECEIVE

GERMAN SOLDIERS DROWN.
'
Kiel, Cermany, May 19. Five "one
IN ORDER TO IMPANEL THE
year" volunteer soldiers of the German army and three. German marines
GRAND JURY.
vhp accompanied them are believed
to have been
drowned in a storm
FAMOUS DINNfJ
IS
SET here last night. They had gone out DESCRIBES
TRIAL
ASYLUM
for a short pleasure cruise in a sailboat. The storm came up suddenly
AGAINST
TELLS HOW HE FIRST EXPLAINED
OF DR. SMITH
SUIT
and their boat has not since been
THE THEN PROPOSED TRUST
TRUSTEES TO BE HEARD
SPECIAL

"til

Jj

spacious residence occupied by herself and her brother on a fashionable
residence street here, Ada Dunscomb,
NO
a middle aged spinster, was lound
dead last night, a victim of starvaDunn.
tion, according to Coroner
There was no food la the bouse. Tfie
authorities stepped into the case
when a physician whom Whitney
HANDLES PRODUCT. FROM RAW Dunscomb, Jr., CO years old, the SENATOR KENYON PROPOSES TO
woman's brother, had summoned,
TAKE ALL THE TARIFF OFF
MATERIAL TO MANUFACTURfound Miss Dunscomb
deatt on a
THEIR PRODUCTS
ED ARTICLE STAGE
couch in her bedroom, her body clad
in rags.
The Dunscomb residence haa been THE COURTS ARE ARBITERS
EXPORT
BUSINESS
GETS
a house of mystery to the neighbors
for the 12 years since the famllv
IF THEY CONVICT A CORPORAORGANIZATION" moved here, the blinds
"INTEGRATED
always being
TION OF TRUST CHARCE3 IT
no
MAKES POSSIBLE
servants
GREATER,
drawn,
being employed
and no one ever being seen to visit
LOSES PROTECTION
MONEY RETURNS
the mansion.

STEEL TRUST'S

by "the grand' jury

follows:
DOCKET

tm-E

MAY 19, 1913.

MONDAY,

WOMAN STARVED TO DEATH.
n
the
Yonkers, N. Y.., May

SCHWAB TELLS

connection with aloperations of the
clairvoyant ring were returned m
court today. Six men are named, as

TERM
CRIMINAL

1

J
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MAY 19, 1913.

given the right to borow money on 8iIS3ig!SS532S
3SSI
their policies paying Interest at the
I. NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
rate of six per centum per annum. Undoubtedly very large amounts of money are loaned in this way and the inSanta Fe, N. M., May 19. At- terest thus collected must be in the
Mexico City, May 19. General Fel- lards.
The congressand exposition,
MAY 24
ix Diaz has published his platform in which will serve as a fitting prelude torney General
Clancy hands down nature of profits on the business
in support of the po- which go to increase the divisible surexpo- an opinion
the form of a manifesto or open let- to the great Hispane-Americater to the political clubs supporting sition being organized for 1919 at sition taken some days ago by State plus. The same may be said of every
him. In it he has carefully refrained Seville, will open on September .25 Corporation Commissioner O. L. Owen other form of Investment of the comWOMEN'S UNDERWEAR
from giving any but the inoBt general next, the anniversary of the discovery and which was concurred in by State pany's money from which it receives
7
Women's gauze vests, trimmed
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo any return. These various things are
undertakings, such as a promise to of the Pacific by Balboa in 1513.
Chaves in which it was contended iu the nature of profits and are propor untrimmed, worth 35c, Sperestore peace; to do justice to all; to
What's left of our $31.50 to $47.50 Suits, each
$23.90
that the great insurance companies erly payable to the policy holders in
cial,
each
Lausanne, Switzerland, May 19.
..26c
encourage education, etc., and all
15.75
Women's $25.00 to $30.00 Suits, each
,
,
Women's gauze vests, worth
presi- should )ay. a tax of two per cent of the form of dividends and it is no
without entering into details as to Baron Pierre de Coubertin,
Women's $17.50 to $22.50 Suits, each
11.50
dent of the International Olympic the gross amount of premiums receiv misnomer, as has been suggested, to
20c, Special
how he Is going to proceed.
9.75
Women's $12.50 to $15.00 Suits, each
,....14c
Women's gauze Union suits, low .
lint the election of Diaz appears committee, who has visited the Unit- ed, less returned premiums within the call these payments 'dividends.' From
5.00
All $7.50 Wash Dresses, excellent1 variety of styles, each
far from certain. Had the electiou ed States several times of recent state during the year ending the pre- the quotation above made, it is plain
neck, sleeveless, either wide or
3.10
All '$4.00 Silk Waists, Special, each
or
for president been held the day after years, has very decided opinions to vious 31st of December. The opinion that the policy holder may use his divtight knee, worth 85c, SpeAll $3.00 and $3.50 Silk Waists, each
2.35
cial
the close of hostilities in the capital, account for the success of American is a clear-cu- t
document, and deals idends in any one of the four different
'...,...633
All women's cloth Coats, all this season's styles,
there is no doubt he would have been athletes at Stockholm last year. In with the construction of the law ways and there is no hint that they
ONE THIRD OFF
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
promptly elected without any mater explaining his ideas the baron said: amended in 1909. The shrewd letter are merely returns of premiums paid,
Women's wool dress Skirts, choice ONE FOURTH OFF.
"The American contestants were writers, evidently lawyers, for the or agreed to he paid.
ial opposition. With Huerta in the
Our entire line of women's
"In the various opinions of state ofchair, however, and a bis revolution successful primarily because of their companies, have made all kinds of armuslin underwear consisting of
to attract or distract the peopie, scientific training, and next, on ac- guments to relieve the companies ficers and of the Kentucky court,
Gowns, Skirts, Corset Covers,
to by Mr. Mcintosh, I do not dis
there is much less heard of the pop- count of their 'morale,' that is to say from the payment of the tax that is
Drawers and Combination garularity of General Diaz. There are their minds were made up before- now claimed to be due and that will cover that any consideration whatever
One lot of women's trimmed hats, including a good variety of
ments, all new this season's
many of his own partisans who have hand to win. Finally, their intense amount to many thousands of dollars. has been given to the essential and
season's best styles, worth from $3.00 to' $5.00 each, Special
goods, during this sale, your
expressed the opinion that he never patriotism, when pitted against oth- The attorney general shows the argu- material matters whicn I have briefly
choice at
will be president. It is nothing that er nations, was an added reason.
ment of one company "to be mere indicated, and I find myself unable to
ONE FOURTH OFF
he has done, say they, to turn from
"Scientific training alone cannot juggling with words." If space would agree with Mr. Mcintosh.
him the popular support, but rather win, in my judgment, without moral permit, the opinion of the attorney
"Mr. Owen in his letter, hereinbethe fact that he has done nothing training and patriotism. The Finnish general would be given in full, as it fore referred to, points out with great
spectacular since he ceased firing athletes were without the first, as shows his mastery of the whole sub clearness that if the dividends are
shrapnel into all quarters of the city. they came from a poor country, but ject and emphasizes the fact that even taken by the policy holder and applied
with the other two attributes they did the big insurance corporations, which upon his premium the policy, at ma- 200 pairs of children's and misses' Oxfords, pumps and strap
of
the
army payrolls splendidly. Not only the body but of late years have been rather worst- turity, will be worth only its face valInvestigation
sandals,
One lot of children's colored
has shown an expenditure of 27,000 the mind must be trained to win in ed in their legal battles in New York ue but if allowed by the policy holder
Dresses including a variety of sizes 8 to 2, regular values from $1.50 to $2.00. per pair, Special this
$1.10
pesos ($13,.r00y a month for salaries sports, and the athletes of many na- and elsewhere, will have to look well to accumulate the value of the policy
styles and fabrics, all well made sale, per pair
is thereby increased.
to officers who never appeared lu tions overlook this, but not the Amer- to their laurels when it comes to their at maturity
and neatly trimmed, worth 45c Our entire stock of women's Oxfords, pumps and strap sandals, includuniform. It is charged that this was icans."
ing Patent Colt, Vici Kid, white and brown Nubuck, Dull Kid, Velvet and
to 85c, special
legal talent and when they cross Therefore, in making the 'return divi35c
the work of one of the Madero famReferring to the Thorpe case, the swords with the attorney general of dends' or 'returned premiums' or
One lot of children's colored Satin, worth regular $3.50 to $4.50 per pair, Special for 10 days, per
whatever they may be called, the comNew Mexico.
ily. He is Bald to have used the pay- baron said:
'....$3.00
Dresses, very desirable styles pair
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords and strap sandals in Patent leathmaster of the rural guard to pay off
"I cannot
Mr. Clancy says:
pany obtains a credit which lessens
praise the American
all popular fabrics, worth from
his own henchmen. His method was, sportsmen too much for their prompt
er, Gunmetal, Vici Kid, Velvet and white Nubuck, worth from $2.50
"The subject of controversy appears its obligation to the policy holder by
$1.50 to $2.25, special
$1.10
to $3.00 a pair, Special, per pair
Recording to the story told-- at the action in that delicate and unfortu- to be whether 'returned premiums' a reduction of its value at maturity,
..$2.00
palace, to name a man whom he nate affair. The regulations govern- - mentioned in the statute can be con- and this strengthens the view that
wished to favor or use, an officer in j ing the status of amateurs and pro strued to cover what are called 'divi- these dividends constitute profits of
the rurales, at the same time telling fessionals are today so vague and dends' by the mutual insurance com- the insurance company and inure to
Laa Veas'LeadingStorG
WOOLTEX
HtANKEL
the commanding officer that this new unsatisfactory that a similar case panies, of which policyholders are its benefit and should therefore be
officer would report once a inoniii might arise tomorrow in' any coun permitted to make use in any one of considered as part of the payments
FOR
SUITS
FOR
for his pay. None of those appointees try. We hope at our meeting In several different ways at their option, upon which the tax is calculated.
"Mr. Jones, of the Northwestern
has appealed to collect his money Paris In 1914 to make an internation- the most common use perhaps being
WOMEN
MEN
since the overthrow of the Malero al definition of amateurs and profes- in abatement of the full amount of company, in his letter, I believe, corEstdilLsKod 1862,
South.
SidaPleuja
sionals. My idea is that every Olym the annual premium stipulated in the rectly takes the position that 'returnregime.
pian candidate shall swear on his policy of insurance. Mr. Mcintosh, ed premiums' cannot apply to life inPessimism at the Mexican capital country's flag that he is a pure ama (general counsel for the New York surance companies and that there is
continues dominant. With or without teur. This would, I think, settle the Life Insurance Company) takes the no such thing as a 'returned premium' were thrown from the track, Bass be- IN MOTHER'S MEDICINE CHEST
TAX PAYMENTS
that these 'dividends' are in the business of life companies. ing killed. The boy, from the evi- are standard remedies which have
position
n..ney the administration, in the question."
Notice is hereby given that any
of thousands of residents,
dence and the judge's instructions, had stood the test of time remedies taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
nothing but 'returned premiums' and With great ingenuity, however, he
both native and foreign, is bound to CHARGED WITH INCITING RIOT.
no damaging case whatever.
which their mothers and grandmoth- become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
therefore, be deducted from sues that when the policy holder
fall. These men believe that
New Brunswick, N. J., May 19.
a and after
The case of the United States vs. ers had used before them, such as
gross amount of premiums receiv- - plies hla dividend in part payment of
July 1, 1913 Will be subject
by the United States or some Charles Uzenia, Alexander Baker, ed. Mr. Jones (of the Northwestern his premium, the company actually
E. Pinkham's
Cesario Lopez for trespass, alleged
Vegetable Com- to a penalty of five per centum.
the remainder of the pre- - to have been committed on the Carson pound, which for nearly forty years
oilier power might prevent the over John Bl'ika, Michael Maggar and
takes the position that the; ceives-onlFurther notice is hereby given, that
mium
after
the
are
of
whom
deduction is made and forest reserve, is being heard in the has been curing the women of this after
not
does
all
'returned
throw, but, 'left alone, that the Hu-jr- Stephen MattI,
phrase
premiums'
July 1; 1913, notice will be duly
t:i "overnment will see itself si wly charged with inciting to riot at the apply to life insurance companies, hut that therefore, it should be taxed only federal court.
country from the worst form of fe- published of the public sale of all
crushed backward against the wall (recent strike among clay workers refers only to fire insurance com pan-- upon the money which it actually
A suit for $30,000 damages institut- male ills; merit alone could have property upon which taxes of A. D.
in plants along the Raritan river,
by the constitutionalists.
but still, if these dividends are .ceives. This seems very plausible, ed by Burley Roe against the Santa stood such a test of time and won 1912 remain
unpaid, at the date set
Francisco I. Madero, alive, never were brought into court here today not actually received by the mutual but this is no more sound than the con- - Fe railroad will come up for trial next such an enviable record.
for such sale, and such property upcould liTiuce any considerable num- for trial. Ail have pleaded not gull-ty- . life insurance companies, they cannot tention of Mr. Mcintosh. The com- Tuesday in the federal court. Roe was
on which taxes of 1912 are then delinber of men to take arms in defense
be allowed to figure as a part of the pany, in, effect, agrees with the policy an employe-othe Santa Fe and is al- THIS INTERES'f
'V'MAN quent, will be sold as required by the
t,i !iia government, but Madero, deaci,
basis of the two per cent tax, as that holder that it. will insure his life for leged to have lost an eye through the
A family doctor said recently that session Laws of 1913.
1....J proved a far more potent figure
the payment of a specified annual pre- fault of the company.
LAWYER GIBSON AGAIN ON TRIAL tax is to be only upon premiums
women' come to him thinking thai
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
Any estimate of the number of reb
The practical qfonclusion mium and also that it "will give him,
Newburgh, N. Y., (May 19. The
they have female trouble but whr-- 1913.
els is largely a guess, but it is safa case of Burton W. Gibson, the New reached by these two gentlemen is annually his' share df the surplus or
TRAINMEN MEET IN FRISCO
he treats them for their kidneys and
EUGENIO ROMERO,
to assume that in no previous revo- York lawyer accused of the murder the same as to the amount of tax to profits accumulated by the company
San Francisco, Calif., May 19. From Vadder they soon recover. This Is Treasurer and
Collector, San
lution have there been in the field so of Mrs. Rose Mensliik Szabo on ho had in those cases where the divi- in the management of its business, every part of the United States and worth
knowing and also that Foley
Miguel County, N. M.
so
men
armed working
closely Greenwood Lake July 16 last, was dends are by the policyholders ap- such share being in proportion to the from Canada, nearly 1,000 delegates'
many
Kirtrey Pills are the best and safest
together.
called in court here today for its plied to the payment in part of their amount and age of the policy. Now. assembled in Scottish Rite hall here medicine at such times.
The. great calamity in umaha was
They are
it was not the lack of government second trial. The trial will be con- annual premiums.
whether this division is made by ac- today at the opening of the biennial tonic in action,
in results. They quickly overshadowed by the terribly
quick
that handicapped the government so ducted before Justice Tompkins, who
"The argument or Mr. Mcintosh is, tual payment to the policy holder in convention of the Brotherhood of Rail- will help you. O. G. Schaefer and Re( disastrous floods in Ohio. Great sufbadly in the opening days of the re- presided at the trial in Goshen last in substance, that the full amount of cash, or by applying his share to the way Trainmen. President W. G. Lee Cross D"ug Store.
fering and sickness from eclds and'
bellion as it was the smallness and November, when the jury disagreed.
premium fixed in the policy is made payment of his premium, can make no called the gathering to order. At the
resulted. L. Poole, 2217 Caliexposure
Inefficiency of the army. There was
larger than may perhaps be necessary difference. If the policy holder takes initial session credentials nere examSallow complexion is due to a tor- fornia St. .Omana,
writes: "My
a fair part of the irregular establish- SONS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION to conduct the business of the com- a dividend in cash, then he pays the ined and the order of business for the
HERBINE purifies and daughtr had a very Bevere cough and
pid liver.
ment which could not be counted on,
19
full
amount
The twenty- pany, and that there is an agreement
of the premium stipulated next ten days was planned The wage
Chicago,
May
strengthens the liver and bowels and cold but Foley's Honey and Tar Comand when an investigation was made fourth annual meeting of the Nation with the policy holder that if, after in the policy, but if, without actually controversy with the eastern railroads restores the
rosy bloom of health to pound knocked it out in no time."
it was discovered that not every al Society, Sons of the American the risk is assumed, actual experience receiving it in cash, he applies it on will form one of the principal subjects the cheek. Price EOc. Sold
O. G. Schaefer
by Cen- Refuse substitutes.
name on the payrolls was backed by Revolution, convened at the Congress shows that the company does not need that payment, the premium is fully of consideration at the convention.
tral Drug Co.
and Red Cross Drug Store.
a soldier 'present or accounted tor. hotel today and was .called to order as much money as the full premium paid just as much as though he had
It was believed, however, that with by the president-general- ,
James H. stipulated for carrying the risk, then given his check for the full amount of
os,
I:, if
money to continue the pay of the sol- Richardson, of Cleveland.
Officers the company will return to the policy the premium. If he allows it to ac' ."
V; SP
diers and to organize and equip new will be elected tomorrow morning holder such excess payments and that cumulate, as provided in the policies,
bodies, the government would whip and in the evening the convention these
'dividends' are mere ex- he gets his share of the profits, but
the rebels. The more hopeful said will conclude with a banquet.
cess premium payments returned ta still pays the full amount of the pre
that if the government could hold
the policy holders and should there- miums. It seems to be mere Juggling
them off for a year or more it would CELEBRATING THEIR VICTORY.
fore be deducted in making tax re- with words to attempt to say that, in
win, but the majority regarded the
O. G. SCHAEFER.
Lawrence. Kan., May 19. Enthusi- turns for his company. He cites the any event, he does not pay the full
RED CROSS DRUG CO.
chance slight even in that case.
asm appeared to be the keynote at, statutes of several states and the opin- amount of the stipulated premium.
In further discussing some other
the opening here today of the thir- ion of the supreme court of Kentucky
3SS3K2SSSR3SS!
Madrid, May 19. The fourth cen- tieth annual convention of the Kan in the case of Mutual Benefit Life vs. letters from Insurance companies the
CAPITAL PAID IN
tenary of the discovery of the Pa- sas Equal Suffrage association. The Kentucky, 107 S. W., K02, to support attorney general shows the fallacy of
SURPLUS
.
cific ocean by Vasco Nunez de Lal-bo- a convention is the first that the asso- this view. The difficulty which I find their arguments. Only a lack of space
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
is to be celebrated here this ciation has held since Kansas adopt- Is substantially set forth by Mr. Owen forbids finishing them at this time.
V5
Estancia Business Association.
year, and the president of Panama, ed equal suffrage and the two days' in his letter, and that is that there is
Belisarlo Porras, has Bent a letter program has been arranged to cele no such agreement with the policy
Articles of incorporation have been
to King Alfonso, assuring his majes- brate the victory.
filed with the state corporation com
holders."
ty of Panama's friendship for Spam.
Mr. Clancy then takes up the form mission by the Estancia Business As
Balboa, the Spanish soldier and adof the policy of the New York Life soclation, with offices at Estancia, arid
PACIFIC COAST AD MEN.
J. M. Cunningham, President.
venturer, first saw the Pacific ocean
D. T. Hosklns,
Sacrameno, Ca'i., May 19. The Pa- and discusses it, and states that he Is Ralph G. Robertson, agent. The new
Cashiw.
Frank Springer,
from the Isthmus of Panama.
in
contract
to
is
the
cific Coast Advertising
unable
at
$10,000 with
company
anywhere
capitalized
association
K. S. Lewis. Ass't. Cash.
Parros sets forth that the opened its annual convention here to- find any such agreement with the pol $2,000 paid in as follows: Ralph G.
bonds o kinship between Spain and day with large delegations in attend- icy holder as the New York Life's Robertson, $1950; Ed. W. Robertson
the Hispano-Auiericanations are ance from Los Angeles, San Francis- counsel declares in his letter that the $25, and J. L. Stublefield, $25.
ever growing closer, and announces co, Portland, Tacoma,
Notaries Publio
Spokane, Seat- company makes. The company allows
tVia Panflnn r,
il oconnnHltr tle and other
The following persons have been
cities. The convention its policy holders to participate in the
has decided to commemorate this will continue in session tnxee
Ed. J.
day. surplus, no matter from what source. commissioned as notaries:
centenary by a competition of lyric
The mutual companies divide the prof Bloomfield,
Orange, Otero county;
poetry; by ah exposition in which PILES CURED IN fr TO 14 DAYS. its among the policy holders. In the Wyle Parsons, Roswell; Sablna
Kji:!in is specially asked to particiYour druggist will refund money form of the policy there is a heading
Las Vegas; Giles Master,
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure "Participation in Surplus." Under this Ramah, McKlnley county.
pate and by the erection at the
ic of the Panama canal on the any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding there Is nothing to indicate an agree
Verdict for the Railroad
V
At antic ocean of a colossal statue of or Piotrding Piles in 6 to 14
In the ease mentioner
in Satur
days. ment with the policy holder to return
Balboa, the cost to be defrayed by GOo.
to him any excess of the stipulated day's paper of Tony Pecanic against
1
11 AL
S3O.000 00
pui;l;.
subscription. He asks tne
premium, above what is necessary to the Santa Fe railroad, which was instion
the
The spring months often find a enable the company to carry the pol- tuted by his guardian Bronco Nosano-vis- ,
king to place his name first
Office With Ihe San Miguel National Bank
ilHt.
woman tired out, with
ad litem, for damages to the
pain in back, icy.
The Spanish government has decid- hips and head, nervous and Sleepless.
"That which Is given the policy hold- amount Judge Pope directed the jury
ed to celebrate the centenary by or- Folep Kidney Pills will
er
Is the 'proportion of divisible sur- to return a verdict for the defendant.
prove
quickly
Wm. Q. HAYDON
sident
their worth and value as a healer of plus accruing upon this policy, with- It seems that Pecanic, who is a lad
ganizing at Seville a congress of
history and geography all kidney and bladder ailments and out any suggestion that such surplus in his teens and a man named Gordon
Vice President
and an exposition of the precious Irregularities. They are a splendid is made up of excessive charges in Bass, attempted to cross the tracks
D. T. HOSKINS
documents from the archives of the remedy for rheumatism, clearing the the premium originally stipulated," of the Santa Fe In front of a fast mov
Indies and the Colomblne library uric acid from the Joints and system. Mr. Clancy says.
ing train, near Gallup. They had,
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
relative to the conquest and explora- Try them. O. G. Schaerer and Ked
"There are other provisions in the from the evidence, every knowledge
new
tion of the
world by the Span- Cross Drug Store.
policy by which the policy holders are of the presence of the train, and they
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tion from the Psalms. Rev. E. C. Anderson pronounced the opening prayer and the final benerdictlon. Beautiful music was
furnished by Miss
FORTUNE OF BATTLE
Minnie Kohn,
soprano; Mrs. Roy
George Smith,
Prentice, contralto;
tenor; J. c. Baker, bass; Mrs.
Mrs. Soldier for Country's Sake Tries
Charles
violin;
O'Malley,
Charles Kohn, accompanist.
to Save His Rival's
Members of the graduating class
Life.
are Misses Juliet Fleck, Gladys
Lorraine
Trainor,
EXCELLENT ADVICE GIVEN HIGH
Helen Nahm,
By HAROLD CARTER.
Florida Gallegos,
SCHOOL GRADUATES BY
Ruth' Winters,
All
the hot forenoon Lieuthrough
Mr.
Webb
and
DR.
LANDAU.
REV.
Frances Myrs, Hazel
tenant Richards had fought like ' a
Vernon Schlott. ,
leader of heroes, braving death a
The formal events of the comdozen times from the spiteful Filimencement season at the Las Vegas
MANY FOREIGNERS COMING.
pino bullets that hissed overhead;
San Francisco, May 19. Twenty-' yet, though man after man had fallen
High school were opened last night
with the baccalaureate sermon to the six foreign nations have officially ac- in the thinning ranks, he .was unmore he
scathed. And
class of 1913 at the Duncan opera cepted the invitatiOD of the president death the harderthe seemed to sought
die.
it
In
house. Rev. Dr. Jacob Landau, spir- of the United States to participate
With a mere handful of the seventy-nin- e
exposition.
itual director of Temple Montefiore, the 1915 international
who had been cut off from the
was the speaker. He chose as his These acceptances embrace every main forces by the cunningly context Proverbs XXIII, 23 Buy the country in the western hemisphere trived ambsucade, Richards had faltruth and sell It not; also wisdom except Paraguay, Colombia and Ven- len back upon a hill, one of those
smooth, Isolated hills that emerge
ezuela.
and instruction and understanding.
here and there In the northern region
minister
that
The
demonstrated
Dr. Landau
Argentine Republic's
of Luzon. - There, hard pressed, the
there are some things which it is Im- to the United States will be here in; little remnant of Squadron B were
possible for the big trusts to pur- a few weeks to dedicate a site for( holding their own against the enemy's
't marksmen, waiting for the arrival of
chase and "corner." These are truth, that nation.
Guatemala's minister to this coun-- . the relief column from Santa Cata-linwisdom, understanding and a good
It was strange how it seemed
reputation. Those who secure tnese try is also coming to select a site,! to Richards as he lay on his face in
rerun, the blistering sunlight. His mind went
things must buy them. They must for his country's pavilion,
make their purchases in the market representative in the United States traveling back to other scenes, other
of experience. The price they must will also journey from Washington' days to that last day in Washington
Rhnrrlv ami rhp minister of Bolivia before he sailed away.
pay is sacrifice, and hard work.
He had sat all the cool afternoon
has
been directed by his government
who
Dr. Landau stated that those
with Lucy Greaves on the porch of
a
come
to
to.
to
mis
aeuicaie
city
these
secure
things
endeavored to
the Club House. Lucy was an old
) neighbor,, an old
,
a
must be prepared to meet rebuffs; site.
The Chilean consul in San Fran- sweetheart of his boyhood, whom he
especially those who seek after truth.
the minister of had met the week previously, after
Ha declared the person who deter- cisco reports that
also
Chile
will
journey here to dedi- an' absence of years. And at the
mines to be absolutely honest and
"
moment 6f that meeting each became
for
cate
site
a
participation.
his
of
truthful in every particular
aware that the Jove of old was no
dedicatbeen
have
sites
Thus far
life must expect to be slandered,
transient thing, but something that
and persecuted. The speaker ed' by Japan, China, The Netherlands, would' endure as long as life, and
Sweden and Denmark.
perhaps longer, for all they knew.
asserted, however, that such a price Portugal,
On that last afternoon, under the
is well worth the paying.
shade of the oaks, whose memory was
GROCERS IN SESSION.
RETAIL
Dr. Landau said that while truth,
so grateful in that hot,
land,
St. Louis, May 19. Fifteen
are
and'
'wisdom
understanding
had asked her to be his wife, to
retail
gro- he
the
men,
representing
wait for him.
bought with a high price,, they are
cery trade in all sections of the counThen Lucy, whom he had never seen
easily sold. He said an honest man.
in St. Louis today for discomposed, brone down and sobbed
gathered
try,
hard-wopofor
truth
might sell his
the sixteenth annual convention of In his arms. And as he listened to her
litical or business advancement; a
the National Association of Retail answer he understood that life would
woman might sacrifice her religious
The convention will continGrocers.
convictions for a higher rung on the
ue
four
during which time a
days,
sold
social ladder; wisdom might he
of
wide
subjects of Interest
variety
for the absement of mankind instead
to
the trade wil'i be
and
importance
of its betterment. Those who make
as the guest of
Present
discussed.
such transactions, said Dr. Landau,
at
the
opening today
convention
the
exchange the substance for the shad- was Arthur J. Giles, secretary of the

BACCALAUREATE
SERMON FOR

1913 CLASS

Mc-Va-
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a.

'

school-fellow-

sun-drie- d

n

hun-dre-

n

ow.

The attention of the graduates was
called by the speaker to the fact
that they are In that stage of life
is just departing
wliere childhood
and maturity is at the door. It is
the critical stage of life; the decisions formed now will influence the
entire residue of each young life. Dr.
Landau pleaded that the graduates
might decide to pay the high price
for truth, wisdom end understanding,
rather than allow their talents to be
warped by misuse or neglect. In con.
elusion the speaker recommended as
the best helper for all sincere seekers after truth, the God of heaven
and earth.
The address was filled with most
appropriate suggestions and kindly
advice to the graduates. It was eloquently delivered, and was one ct
the most masterly baccalaureate sermons ever heard here.
Rev. Norman Skinner read the
Scripture lesson, a beautiful se'iec-

rcr a

Red
Blotchy Skin

The Remarkable Action of a Famous Remedy
and Some Facta About it.

Federation of English Grocers'
ciations.

asso-

The skin is but a net work of fine
blood vessels. And it, is a perfectly
natural consequence that any influence
in the blood that Is a condition of ill
health makes its first appearance in
the skin. There are certain medicinal
properties that follow the course of
'the blood stream and the influence of
these properties is that or' an antidote. This is why S. 3. 3.; the best
known blood purifier, hr.3 such a positive action in the skin. There is one
ingredient in S. S. H. which peculiarly
stimulates cellular or glandular activity to select from the blood or from
this, fine net work of blood vessels in
the skin, 'those elements which it re.,
quires for regeneration.
Thus pimples, acne, eczema, lupus,
or any other blood condition that attacks the skin or seeks an outlet
through the skin is. mat with the antidotal effect of S. S. S. '
,
This Is why skin troubles vanish so
readily and why they do S.not return.
S. S. this
Under the influence of
fine net work of blonl vessels in the
skin is constantly takinfr from the
the nutrition
blood
required for
healthy tissue and the cause of disease
la Just as constantly being removed,
scattered and rendered harmless. These
facts are more fully explained in a
book on skin troubles sent by The
Swift Specific Co., 137 Swift Bldff.,
Atlanta, Ga. You will find 8. 8. 8.
on sale at all drug stores. Get a
bottle y
and
banish all skin af
'
motions.
.

.....

Lucy had waited, that, though honor
forbade ber to be faithless to Hutton,
she had at least found marriage impossible then.
Now his duty was clear; at all cost
he must save this man's life, both
for his country's sake and for the sake
of honor. Lucy would not have had
'
it otherwise.
"I'll tell her," he said. "But you'll
It's a bad
pull through, Sergeant.
wound in each place, but the ball has
only shattered the bone. Now lie
still behind this rock and wait till
the relief arrives.
A wild yell burst forth from beneath
the hill,
from 500 throats.
The Filipinos were charging again.
And this time they charged home.
The defenders, reduced to less than
twenty men, could not stop that reckless onslaught. They drew together,
striking out with clubbed rifles, surrounded by a ring of Bavage, taunting
foes. . There was no chance to load.
As each rifle butt fell the fanatics
rushed In upon the wielder, slashing
with their long knives, forcing the others back, hemming them in, assailing
them from every side. There was no
Richards found
thought of quarter.
himself snapping the trigger of his
empty revolver. He drew his sword
and ran alone into the heart of his
foes, cutting them down, eluding their
blows almost miraculously.
When at
last he stepped back, having gained a
little space, but six of his men remained unscathed.
Suddenly, far down the valley, the
clear notes of a bugle rang through the
air.
Then, over the stillness of the
afternoon came the faint sound of
jangling bits. A cloud of dust was risThe Filipinos,
ing above the palms.
surrounding the last of their enemies,
hesitated to rush forward to certain
death, and, swinging his sword, Richards momentarily cowed the bravest
of them.
"Now, men," he shouted above the
tumult, "each of you take a wounded man on his shoulder and retire
down the trail. I'll stay here and cover you until you reach the road." And,
stepping behind the rock, he seized
the rifle of the wounded sergeant, and,
crouching over him, began pumping
bullets into the ranks of the enemy.
Richards was now faolng the savages alone. Poised between two gigantic boulders, he could be reached
by but one man at a time.
Crack! went the rifle, and at each
shot a man dropped.
Now his men
were hastening toward safety. Richards emptied his rifle into the retreating masses and then,, catching up the
wounded sergeant, crept down the MIL
Ct was a whole minute before
the natives discovered that he was gone.
They dared not follow him beyond
the crest, for they feared the vengeance of those yellow-clacavalrymen now spurring toward the slope.
But they lined the hill and began
g
with their old antelope guns, so
that the bullets hissed and sputtered
round the lieutenant as he ran
through the jungle. Zip! A mass of
fused telegraph wire cleft a tree at
his side; now a spurt of dust rose at
Ills side and another between his feet
"We'll pull through, Sergeant!" he
ihouted cheerily to the man on his
A yell
back, and stumbled onward.
from the ridge answered him and a
renewed volleying. Twigs, cut from
the trees by the hall of missiles, whirled past him as though driven by cyclonic force, hark flew from the palms,
Mid the grass was alive as though with
myriad Insects. It seemed incredible
that anyone could emerge alive out
of that storm
Then
a red-ho- t
wire seemed to be pressing against the
lieutenant's arm, and, looking down,
(UchardB saw that the pale yellow of
dis coat was turning a bright claret
solor.
At last the spell which had
aeld him scathless so long seemed to
be broken.
Zip! That one nipped him across
the cheek. Another missile carried
away his hat and the cool breeze of
the afternoon revived his strength momentarily. "A near thing that, serBut the man
geant!" he shouted.
m his back made no reply, and, as
be raced forward, Richards felt his
strength waning again. Gradually a
lellrium took possession of him. He
ooked back. He seemed to have been
running for hours, and he was less
:han 200 yards from the crest of the
Jill.
In front of him the relieving
'lorsemen were lost to sight In the
lungle. In fact, he was at the bottom
5f. the bowl, and the huge
ascending
ildes appeared unscalable. The sky,
:he eartii, the trees spun round him.
H.e seemed to be In Washington
again,
seated at Lucy's side, under the oaks.
Dnly the thought of her sustained him
'or a few yards more. Then, quite
y
his legs crumpled beneath him
and he reeled and fell forward.
Out of the profundity he rose
'.hrough a region peopled by spectres
o consciousness of his surroundings.
Ie was lying in a bed a real bed with
spotless coverlet on spotless sheets,
md a man in a white linen suit wa3
d
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bronchitis or pneumonia may develop, severe catarrhal troubles and
Foconsumption are possible results.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound nips
a cold at the outset, cures croup,
quickly checks a deepseated cougn,
and heals inflamed membtant
ly,

NEW "MISSION OF PEACE."
Atlanta, Ga.., May 19. The "Old
Guard Battalion" of Atlanta, which
a place in history by its fam-

gained
ous "mission of peace" to the north
in 1879, left the city today on a similar trip to Washington, Philadelphia,
New York, Baltimore and Boston.
The purpose of the trip is to "meet
the military and other organizations
that so warmly indorsed the 'mission
of peace' undertaken by the same organization 34 years, ago."
'
In the whole :ieio of mellcine
there is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the flesh more
quickly than BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, Its
healing and penetrating power is extraordinary. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

ALABAMA MINERS ORGANIZING.
Salem, Ala., May 19. Reports pre-

Get Your Blood Purified With S. S. S.
and" Yon Won't be Tortured Like Tbl.

MAY 19, 1913.

pared for presentation to the annual
convention of the Alabama State
Federation of Labor, which convened
here today for a three days' session
show that the movement to organize
the coal miners of Alabama is meeting with practically no opposition.
The organizers report that the men
are joining with few exceptions and
that in some instances the companies
have assisted in the movement.
REVISION

OF RAILWAY RATES.

Hot Springs, Ark., May 19 According to reports at the quarterly
meeting here today of the Mississipexten-si- v
pi Valley Freight association
be
will
tariffs
revision of railway
necessitated by some of the recent
rulings of the Interstate Commerce
commission. The meeting was attended by freight traffic officials of
all the large railroads of the lower
Mississippi valley. ,

at

Auburn, New York,
had a severe attack of kidney and
bladder trouble. Being a working
man, not wanting to 'lose time, he
cured himself completely by using
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
says: "It is a pleasure to report that
A man living

,

the cure was permanent." Ha name
is J. A. Farmer. O, G. Schaefor and
Red Cross Drug Store.

"At Two Hundred!"
never mean anything to him again.
She was engaged to a fellow soldier,
whom she loved no longer. But the
traditions of her family forbade her
to break with him. Her word was
pledged and she must abide by it
She would love Richards forever, but
she would marry
She did not tell him the name. But
Richards had imagined Jhat it was
some officer he knew.
The memories vanished with the
sudden cessation of the hissing above
them. Richards knew what that meant.
The enemy were preparing to charge.
He sprang to his feet with a briskly
uttered command. Under the hill a
brown line was gathering, closing in,
screaming with the fury generated by
bemp and fanaticism. They came upward, and, finding that the defender
made no reply, swooped in with a zest,
bolos
flags flying, keen, razor-edgeflashing back the light of the declining
d

sun.

Next moment it was hand to hand.
For a full minuter-hourit seemed
the fighting was fierce thrust and yell,
the swing of the bolo, the thud of the
rifle on stock or skull, the cough of
the
man as he tumbled
backward. Then the attackers were
sullenly retiring and the besieged drew
a little closer together.
Richards stooped and raised a
wounded man at his side. He knew
him. Sergeant Hutton, one of the
recruits. He wa3 an educated man
and working up to his commission
from the ranks.
Now he lay help-los- s
with a shattered ankle and shoulder blade.
And Richards had escaped scot free.
"Sergeant, I'm going to put yod behind thi3 rock," said the lieutenant..
Hutton was fumbling at his throat.
He opened the
tunic and
disclosed a little locket of 'gold. "Open
it," he whispered. Richards obeyed
and found himself looking into the
face of Lucy Greaves.
"She gave It to me," the sergeant
vhispered. "We were to have been
married the day before I sailed. It
as postponed at the last moment, till
I came back. If I die you'll carry my
love to her?"
Richards nodded. He could not trust
himself to speak. His heart leaped
ud at the thought that for his take
s,

lung-pierce- d

blood-staine-

d

sud-lenl-

--

sending over him.
"Well!" he said, "you're doing famously now. We'll have you round
n short order, Captain."

"Captain?

I

"

"Ah, you haven't seen the Gazette.
Thut was a special order of the president's. And they're talking about the
jongresrioim! medal for you. Now lie
still and don't excite yourself, and
f'm't think about anything except that
he troov-- pulled you out of a mighty
iclilish situation just as the natives
vore closing in on your body, son."
. "But
Sergeant Hutton?"
I guess you'll
"Ah, poor fellow!
to know, captain. You had btcc
carrying a corpse from the first. He
vps hit by a bullet just before you
licked him up, and must have died

nstantjy."
(Copyright,

1913.

by W. G. Chapman.)

A small electric machine, generator the violet ray, will purify water
ir milk Instantaneously.
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A GOOD PBOGDAM

IS COLDEST INHABITED TOWN
Siberia, Has a Maximum
Winter Temperature 85 Degrees
Below Zero.

HIGH

SCHOOL

II

Verkhoyansk,

THE

GIVEN

Verkhoyansk, a good-sizecity in
northeastern Siberia, boasts the distinction of being the coldest inhabited
city on the globe. It Is in north altitude
67 degrees on the arctic plane, and
scarcely more than 150 feet above the
sea level.
Its annual temperature Is three
above zero, and In winter the maximum is 85 below zero. The Russian
government owns the town, and it interested in having an administrative
center where clever and industrious
Yokuts,
Jews of Siberia,
carry on their operations. All the inhabitants of Verkhoyansk, with the
exception of a few officials and Russian traders, are Yokuts.
The Yokuts are such ambitious and
aggressive people that they do not
seem to mind the fact that the rivers
freeze to the bottom and that small
trees have been known to snap and
split from the biting force of the cold.
Still many Russians even seem to
prefer it to warmer posts. Its atmosphere is always cltar and the air still,
and there are no blizzards or snowstorms. Then the Siberian dress adds
considerably to the enjoyment of the
arctic city. It consists of two suits of
fur, an outer and an inner, and a huge
hood to pull over the face so that there
is just enough space to see and breathe
through.
The summer is hotter than might bo
reasonably expected the average temperature being 59 above zero in July.
The earth is green and vegetation
thrives, but the surface of the ground
Is scarcely thawed.

READY F0I1 THE
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TONIGHT
LECTURE-RECITATNNHAUSER
AT NORMAL UNIVERSITY
BY CITY'S BEST TALENT.

'

The first festivity of commencement season at the Normal Univer- -

g

fUWHirTH.

.1.1

,

..nun nil.

J.

'

MISS MAY ROSS.

sity will be the Tannhauser lecture-recital- "
which Is to be held this evening at the Normal hall.
According to custom no festivities
are given on school nights, but this
does not violate the regulation, as ANIMAL AND FLOWER RESERVE
children under 14 years are not invited, for the program would be unin- Kangaroo Island for a Preservation
of Australian Species of
teresting to them.
Wild Life.
No admission will be charged and
is
most cordially invited.
the public
Kangaroo island, which is situated
The program will begin at 8 p. m., some
six hours' steaming from Adelaide, the capital of South Australia, is
regarded as an ideal place In which
to preserve permanently animal and
botanicnl species distinctive of the
Australian contient. At present 175
square miles on the island are utilized
as a fauna and flora reserve and it is
now suggested that the area should be
Considerably Increased. Certain islands
in various lakes have been set apart
as bird sanctuaries, close seasons for
Sf;i,
different kinds of birds are proclaimed
and in various other ways efforts are
made to prevent the destruction of the
native fauna and flora.
Recently the attention of the South
Australian commission of crown lands
was drawn to the desirableness of protecting the opossum, which he had ascertained is now being destroyed in
large numbers for the sake of its skin,
MRS. MABiiL HALti.
for which there is a great market
To prevent the wholesaia destrucand the audience is requested to be tion of the marsupial and also to give
there at that time so that the artists power to the state government to proother native animals from time to
will not be disturbed after the recital ject
time as occasion may require, the comcommences.
mission has directed that a bill shall
The program, which is quite elabo- be prepared for introduction into parrate, was published Saturday eveni- liament at an early date to provide for
ng;. The lecture recital is to be giv- the protection of wild animals. Lonen under the direction of Miss May don Standard.
Ross and Mrs. Mabe'i E. Hail.
Cure for Stomach Disorders.
Disorders
of the stomach may be
Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds,
collar and harness galls heal up avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
BALLARD'S
SNOW have been effected by these tablets
quickly when
LINIMENT is applied. It Is both heal, Sold by all
Price 25c, 60c
ing and antiseptic.
and I 1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central j
Subscribe for The Optic.
Drug Co.

r

de-'e- ra.

PLAY
"MRS. BRIGGS OF THE POULTRY
YARD" AT THE DUNCAN TOMORROW NIGHT.

The High school class play that la
to be given tomorrow evening at tha
Duncan opera house, is expected to
be one of the most interesting theatrical productions depicting rustic
life that have ever been given by a
student body In Las Vegas. "Mrs-Brig- gs
of the Poultry Yard," as tha
play is named, is of a humorous nature, and yet of intense interest.
Mrs. Briggs, with four children to
support, has a most strenuous life,
but at the end of the play finds hercircumself in most comfortable
stances. . All the different characters
are residents of the small village
that Is the scene of the play. The
course of events brings forth many
surprising instances, and finally settles Mrs. Briggs down to the simple
Ibut independent life (of a poultry
yard owner. The many humorous
features of the play make It equal to
any other amateur production that 13
usually staged by students.
The students of the High school
have been at work on this production
for the past two months, and will be
prepared tomorrow night to Introduce to their audience Mrs. Briggs,
her pretty and simple surroundings,
in a most capable way. The cast of
the play is composed of the graduating class assisted by a number of
other students of the High school,
and Is as follows:
Hazel Webb
Mrs. Briggs
Philip Calahan
Ralph Briggs
Edward Meloney
Jimmie Briggs
Alvlra Briggs
Gladys McVay
Melissa Briggs
Juliet Fleck
Mr. Lee, a wealthy citizen
Vernon Schlott
Loralne Trainor
Mrs. Lee
Ruth Winters
Virginia Lee
Chella Van Petten
Mrs. O'Connor
Frank McCullough
Silas Green
Daisy, a friend of Virginia Lee
Helen Nahm
Frances Myers
Mandy Bates
A Nurse
Florida Galleys

.

.

Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
sister's husband had a attack of rheumatism in his arm,"
writes a well known resident of Newton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
which he
Liniment
Chamberlain's
applied to his arm and' on the next
morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatif m you
will find nothing better than
Liniment. Sold by a'il dealers.
"My

Cnara-berlain-

BIG FOX HUNT

IN

MISSOURI

Elk Lick Springs, Mo., May 13. The
big fox hunt arranged by the Central
Missouri Fox Hunters' Association
formally started from here today for
the heart of Saline county. The hunt
has been extensively advertised, and
sportsmen from points as far distant
as New England are partitlpating.

arms Students
.

More Thcxn Most Anyone Else

The Chief of the Presbyterian Hospital in N. Y,, Dr. Fisher,, tells one
very easy way to avoid some physical ills.
His comments on

COFFEE

are most interesting (see letter in southeast corner).
If the subject appeals to you, try leaving off coffee and tea entirely, use
OUT
Instant Postum and carefully note, day by day, Dr. IrvingSPEAKS
C. Fisher, for a qurter
the return to health and strength.
century at the head of New York'3
great Presbyterian Hospital, says In
A level teaspoonful of Instant Postum in an the New York Times of March 23,
1913.
ordinary cup of hot water dissolves instantly
"Coffee poisoning Is becoming conand makes it right for most persons.
stantly more common in this country,
big cup requires more, and some people
who like strong things put in a heaping spoonful and temper it with a large supply of cream.
A

Experiment until ou know tne amount
that pleases your palate and have it served that
'
way in the future.
Postum comes in two forms.
Regular (must be boiled).

especially among students, whom it
barms more than almost anybody else.
"Coffee intoxication doe3 not lead
to wife beating, but its physiological
effects upon some of its victims are
almost as had as those of alcoholic
poisoning.
"Wo continually find at the various
clinics signs of the harm done by the
excessive use of tea and coffee amen
children.
"Surely this is quite preventable.
"Children not infrequently o;pr..r
p
whoso nervous and digestive sj
have been wrecked by these t
erases."
.

is

Instant Postum doesn't require boiling, but
prepare instantly by stirr'ng a level teaspoonful in cup
.

There's

skR.cco,,

for
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of hot
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

FOUR

searches which resulted ui, the discovery of the bacillus of dysentery. It
was in his native Japan that Tlexner
found him when he, .Flexner, was
sent to the Philippines several years
Published By
ago to investigate the epidemic of
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
dysentery then raging in the islands'.
(Incorporated.)
Dr. Flexner has held to him' ever
since, and Noguchi is today of co.EDITOR ordinate rank with Flexner and CarW. M. PADGETT.
rel. It la hardly probable that any
move will be made to oust this Japanese from participation in the benefits of American institutions," on the
ground that he Is a '..'menace" and
Entered at the postoffice at East that American Bcience' must b saved
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- for the white man. Kansas City
mission through the United States Journal.
0
T--.v
mails as second class matter.

(Optic
Daily 1879
dijc ESTABLISHED
'

MANUFACTURERS'
MEET i ,
19. The Nation
Mich.,
Detroit,
May
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
al Associaton of Manufacturers, re
Dally, by Carrier
manuJ .05 presenting 4,000 of the Rifgest
Fes- Copy
-

The market
were in scant
prices, and the
ing orders sent

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, May 19. Wneat developed
firmness today in view of an expectsd
decrease in the visible supply statement, steadiness of cables tended
further to discourage the bears The
to
opening was unchanged to
to
cent lower. July started at 88
and then ad88
touched S8V2
vanced to 89S9y8 The clpse was

er.
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closed firm. Stocks
supply around current
execution of small buythe general level high-

Poift-obartrai- n

New-York-

UllLLT

11MUL

U

BIG HIT IN

The last sales were::
74
Amalgamated Copper
110
Sugar.
99
.1
Atchison
160
..Reading
96
net higher at 89. Southern Pacific
firm with July-149
SET PATRONS OF THE MAJESTIC
,
July corn, which opened the same Union Pacific
60
WILD WITH ENTHUSIASas Saturday night to a shade higher United States Steel
TIC APPLAUSE.
at'
rose to 56. The United States Stel, pfd
....105J
56
close was steady at
for July,
The Missouri Breeze, a theatrical
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
net gain.
Kansas City, May 19. Cattle,
magazine published in Chicago, has
to
up
July oats started
10,000.
Market steady to 10 an account of the success of Mr. and
at 36
to 36
and went to 37.
Mrs. Jack McGreevy at the Majestic
Provisions took the upgrade be- rents lower. Native steers- $7.25
cause offerings were few. First Bales S.60; southern steers $67.75; south- theater in that city. The McGreevys
were unchanged to 5 cents higher, in ern cows and heifers $4.507.25; na- spent last summer in Las- Vegas,
cluding July pork at $19.60 to $19.Go: tive cows and heifers $t.758.25; making a large large number of
lard $10.90 to $10,9312; ribs $11.17. stockers and feeders $6.508; bulls frieuds. They opened the Catholic
Low priced stocks made a partial $:.737.50; calves $6. 50 10; west bazaar with their clever performance,
recovery of their hig losses in the ern steers $78.35; western;! cows and were given an ovation. The article described" the' McGreevys' Chimorning. Speculation generally was $4.507.25.
'
Market
9,000.
cago
steady.
triumph as follows:
apathetic, about the only feature of Hogs, receipts
B
Mr. and Mrs. Jack McGreevy are
interest being the comparative Bulk of sales $8.308.45; heavy $8.25
ruhning1:avajr"wlth all applause h'on-or- s
8.45; packers and butchers $S.30
ctrength of the market leaders. The
at the Majestic ',tbis1'week; a hab8.45; lights $S.358.45; pigs $feis?5
closing quotations were:
it' that act has. The first great sucWheat, May 89; July 91; Septem- 7.50.
ber 88; December 90.
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market stea- cess of Mr. and Mrs. McGreevy came
dy. Muttons $46.50; Colorado lambs with an engagement at the Majestic,
SeptemCorn, May 60; July
ber 57; December 55.
$6.758.30; range wethers and year- and while they may do well elselings
Septem$4.407; range ewes $46.25. where the Majestic audience will
Oats, May 39;' July 37;
doubtless be dearer to them than
ber 3C.
NOTICE
PUBLIC
other in the world.
any
Pork, May $20; July $19, 5; SepCall of Bids for Survey
When Mr. and Mrs. McGreevy were
tember $19.!j0.
Notice is hereby given, that the first recognized as a real big time
Lard, May $11.23; July $11.02V2;
Board of County Commis- act, it came with an engagement at
Honorable
$11.10.
September
Rbs, May $11.97y3; July $11.27; sioners of Mora County, will accept the Majestic. They made so good
bids for. the survey of all lands situat- that they were held there two weeks
September $11.12.
the In succession, an honor that Sarah
ed on the Mora Grant, within
New
of
State
and
of
Mora,
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
County
Bernhardt, Eva Tanguay, Mr. and
New York, May 19. Acute weakness Mexico, according to the United States Mrs. McGreevy and a very few more
of St Louis and San Francisco and1 survey, in sections, townships and acts can brag of.
Mr. and Mrs. McGreevy returned
other low priced railroad stocks put ranges, the same to be marked with
the general market to a test today, monuments or stones to be numbered to the Majestic this week and someunder which' it gave indications of with their respective numbers of said one must have gotten weak-kneeunderlying strength. St. Louis and sections, townships and ranges, and for they were placed sixth on a nine-ac- t
bill.
Paul Morton and Naomi
San Francisco common and second also showing the tracts of land as
and
closclaimed
and
were
Glass
individuals,
owned
five
each,
by
placed "next to
points
preferred dropped
and the first preferred 12 points. No plats and blue prints made thereof.
ing." On Monday afternoon and
Bidder or bidders to deposit with again on Monday night, Mr. and Mrs.
of the
authoritative
explanation
movement was made. Rock Island clerk of this board, ten per cent of McGreevy were the hit of the show.
stocks and bonds also were weak. the amount of his or their bid, on or It was generally recognized that MorFluctuations among the more prom- before the 1st day of July, A. D. 1913 ton and Glass were in water over
inent shares were small and although with a good and sufficient bond in their depth. On Tuesday afternoon
some Irregularity cropped out at In- double the amount of his or their said the acts were switched, and the McGreevys did still better than when
tervals, the general undertone was bid.
The Board of County Commission- sixth, scoring a success that stamps
good. Bears were unable to create
uneasiness by the abrupt decline of ers reserves the right to reject any them as the applause winners of all
some of the weaker issues, and their or all bids. All bids to be filed with the times at Chicago's handsomest theafailure to influence sentiment advers- clerk of this board, on or before the ters.
The Majestic show Monday night;
ely caused some covering which has- above said date of July 1st, A. D. 1913.
In witness whereof, the Board of Gere & Deianey; good. Billy Rogers;
tened the general level for the important stocks above last week's close. County Commissioners of Mora coun- - pleased. Lamberti; very good. DonStone &
Bonds were irregular.
good.
ty, State of New Mexico, has caused ovan & Arnold;
Mr. and Mrs. Mcbecame
decidedly its Seal to be hereunto affixed, signed Kalisz; good.
Speculation
stronger in tone. Advances of 1 and by its chairman, and attested Dy u Greevy; hit of bill. John Barry more
& Co.; very good. Morton & Glass;
2 points respectively, in Reading and .clerk, at Mora, New Mexico,' this 11th
Canadian Pacific, prompted a better day of April, 1913.
good. Four Cilftons; good.- Talking
JOHN GANDEUT.
demand for other favorites. Complepleased those who re(Seal)
pictures;
Chairman.
mained.
tion of the urgent liquidation of minor Attest:
TITO MELENDEZ, Clerk.
railroad stocks enabled them to rally

CMCAliO

i
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Appetizing Breakfasts Prepared
Right on the Dining Table

-

'

asr-r-

g

the Electric Grill the

most convenient of electrical cooking deyou can prepare a dainty, tasty, palatable meal on the dining
SImp'y attach to any convenient electric socket and in less
than 15 seconds the radiant colls of the grill are ready for use.
You could not prepare a more appetizing breakfast than the Electric
Grill will cook for you. Bacon may be broiled underneath the heat
coils at the same time that toast is being made on top. You can (boil,
fry or poach eggs fry chops make griddle cakes in fact, you will
find new uses for an Electric Grill almost every day.
With
vices
table.

56;

$1-0-

.

I
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facturing concerns of the United
II
One week.
States, began its eighteenth annual
One Month
7.5C convention today at the.ftotel
One Year
in this city, df late years
Mall
Dally, by
conventions of ,tb associathe
all
of
50.00
One Year..
The
held in
been
tion
have
3.00
Glz Months
holding of this year's meeting In this
city has resulted in an unusually large
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
attendance of members from ,the midGROWER
dle and western states.
,.,
$2.00
One Year
The convention devoted the opening
Six Months
day to executive business, but the program for the subsequent sessions calls
for the reading of papers dealing
,(Cash In Advjmce for Mall Subscripwith the progress of business, reports
tions.)
of committees and a discussion of the
Hemlt by Crrft, check or money or.
tariff situation and business condi
.
not
we
will
sent
otherwise
If
tions.
fce responsible for loss.
The convention will be addressed
on
applicaSpecimen copies free
by James O. Fagin of Massachusetts,
tion.
widely known as the "towermah-au-thor,- "
on "The Riddle of the RailALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT roads;" by Joseph Johnson, fire comTHE EXPIRATION OF TIME
missioner of New York city, on ."Fire
PAID FOR
Prevention and Fire Insurance," and
by Joseph W. Bryce, president of the
'
Advertisers are guaranteed the Trades and Workers Association,' on
"
,
(largest daily end weekly circulation "Tht Dpen Shop."
Others of prominence who, are
bf any newspaper In northern New
scheduled to address the several sesiMexleo.
sions include District Attorney Charles
W. Miller of Indiana, who convicted
TELEPHONES
dynamite conspirators; Harry A.
. Main J the
HUSINE8S OFFICE
Wheeler, president of the Chamber of
Main 9 Commerce of the United States- - WilNEWS DEPARTMENT
liam J. H. Boetcker, of Tolpdorepre-sentinthe Citizen Industrial Associa
MONDAY, MAY 19, 1913.
tion, and William G. Brantley former
member of Congress from peorgia.
A O It EAT JAPANESE
At Wednesday's session the election
of
officers will take place. John Kir- One of the apologists for the
whose term as president of the
propaganda cites the case by, Jr.,
association
expires, has indicated hi3
of one Sliima, who has become a
to accept a renominating
reluctance
millionaire agriculturist after passstrong pressure is being
ing through a Ion; series of vicissi- though
to
bear to induce him to
brniiEht
tudes. More than once ha saw his
serve
again.
fortune swept away by some disaster
or other, but he always returned to
TAFT TO PRESIDE
the attack with renewed and indomBoston, Mass., May
itable energy, until now he has become a "menace" and the rich lands prayer in King's Chapel, conducted by
of California must be "saved for the Rev. William R. Cole of. Cohasset,
white race," in the frank statement opened the regular meeting of the an briskly.
of the situation by those who appar- niversary week of the American Uni
ently covet the rewards of Japanese tarian Association todaf. Later in
pziVence, thrift and industry without the forenoon the Ministerial Union
earning them. An American like held its annual meeting In' Ohanning
"Jim" Fike is lauded to the skies Hall.
or his heruiu ilriit)-slDaily sessions will be: held during
with the eea-so111 !
and elements. The "spirit of the week and the anniversary is exthe pioneers" is extolled in him. Any pected to be one of the most memor
other foreigner but a Japanese who able ever held by the association. The
conquers the soil and wins success program includes addresses by many
is hailed as "Europe's best contribu- noted speakers, lay and clt'ical, among
tion to the melting pot of American them former president William H.
civilization." But Shima is a .menace Taft, Rev. Horace Westwo0dof .Winiind California must he saved to the nipeg, Rev. Maxwell Savage of Louiswhite race, being threatened by the ville and President Emeritus Eliot of
isrrible danger of a decreasing Jap- Harvard University.
anese population of 2 per cent and a Taft will preside at the meeting in
land ownership of one acre in B,000. Tremont Temple Wednesday evening.
It is expected also that Mr.'Taftwill
There is another Japanese,
who is not a "menace," and 'it speak at the unveiling of the' Mdwaf-is intersting to note the difference Everett Hale statue Thursday after;
in the attitude of some people to--1 noon, which will be one of the prih- wari those who compete with them "pal events of the. week.
and those who merely confer benefits
1
"(.
upon them. Probably few citizens of
ANOTHER DYNAMITE TRIAL.
California, including that eminent auM.
Boston, Mass., Mat
thority on the Japanese, Governor Wood, the millionaire president of,,
Johnson, ever heard of Dr. Hideyo the American Woolen company,wuh
Noguchi; yet he ia a savant who has Dennis J. Collins and Fred E.
for several years laborea side by side
Suffolk
were arraigned
with Dr. Simon Flexner and Dr. Alex
superior court today to stand trial
Carrel in the Rockefeller laboratory on an indictment charging-thewith
la New York City and. is recognized conspiracy in connection, '..fi!lth the
by many eminent scientists as the "planting" of dynamite in Lawrence
A Big
Its the Best Yet
Laughing Hit
quai of either and as a probable for the purpoee,'oK
?8llc
In!lapf
medicine.
Noble
in
winner of a'
prize
opinion-- , agiaist the striking mill opDr Noguchi ittot trying to buy any rative 'last summtet1. Eminent jfriun- land; he is not jeopardizing the in-, h been en?aged for the defense
,
terstp of any sovereign common-fte Wal bronlSs t(i jtfe nV of
wealth of the American. Union. He the most notable
legal battles in the
COMEDY NOVELTY ACT
is not "eligible to citizenship." eith
of
Massachusetts.
history
or. But ne has courerrea inesum-sbie boons upon not only America
OFFICERS UNDER CHARGES
but upon the whole world. For one
New 0rleanSi
May igharg-Ihing- ,
he is the world's greatest au-- . ed M,,th haying withdrawn collateral
ihority on snake venom; and that is from a bank t0 defraud creditors Eu- THE LADY, THE LAD AND THE COON
aiot nearly so much in the nature of gene Martin, Sr.,
Eugene Martin, Jr.,
His discov- and L. F.
a. Juke as it may sound.
Martin, for many ears
eries went far beyond Calmette, the prominent In business circles in New
French savant, who was considered Orleans, wM face trial in the crimithe master of the subject. Noguchi nal court here' tomorrow.
The failAMERICA'S GREATEST BASUQIST
'went beyond the German Wasser-"man- n ure of the cotton brokei age firm of
and discovered the paresis B. Martin and Company two months
germ, proving that this worst of con- ago was a great surprise to commerMOTION PICTURE- S15c
stitutional diseases was In all cases cial and social circles. Public astonAdmission 10
traceable to this bacillus. With Dr. ishment was increased when It was
:Flexner he discovered the germ of learned that criminal- chargis had
.infantile paralysis, find In' the Phllip-;h- e been brought against the members
This:shovyr toS'tSg to stage at the Browne,
Don't 'm&
was the leader in the re of the firm.
15
.65
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An Electric Grill is

Decidedly Inexpensive lo Use
The cost of operating an Electric Grill is very low just a few cents.
No time is wasted in preparation it is always ' ready. If you have
Electric Light in your home, you really should own this decided con-

venience.

See Our Display of Electrical Appliances

LAS VEGAS LIGHT &
POWER CO.
AT YOUR DOOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050
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Telephone or call and we will have our demon
strator show you

DR. JORDAN RETIRES

Los

TO. WORK FOR PEAGE

Automobile

Vep

STANOF LELAND
FORD UNIVERSITY WILL BE
KNOWN AS CHANCELLOR.

Stanford University, Calif., May, 19.
Dr. David Starr Jordan, president
of Leland Stanford University, resigned his position .today, to accept
the office of chancellor, which wil'i
be created by the board of trustees
next Friday for his special benefit.
The announcement was made by Dr.
Jordan to the student body in the
course of an address he delivered today during the commencement exercises on "The Conquest of Europe
hy America."
John Caspar Branner, professor of
geology and since 1899 vice president
of the university, will become president President Jordan's retirement
as active head of, th university will
leave hi mfree, to devote his time to
work in behalf of world1 peace. He
will receive the same salary as he is
'

Co

Whalen, & Fowler Preps

Phone Main 344.

PRESIDENT

Mactiioe

&

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

lra.,,

,,,,,,
f

drawing- now.

His brief announcement was followed by an explanatory statement
by Professor John M. Stillman of the
;
department of chemistry.
''For twenty-twyears," he said,,
"Dr. Jordan has been the (. inspiration of Stanford University. What it
is, is due largelyto his high- - ideals,
his breadth of view and his warmth
of sympathy.
"Dr. Jordan has been president
since 1891. He began his connection
with the university as a specialist m
Born in Gainesville, N. T.,
biology.
he is now 62 years old. r
Professor Branner, the new presiat Stanford since
dent, has-be1S92, and is a lifelong friend of Dr.
Jordan. Before that he was at various' rimes, since graduating from
Cornell, professor of geology in the
Indiana state university, state geolo
gist of Indiana and in the service of
the Brazilian government as geolo"'V
gist. ,
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EVHAN .SIGNED BLUES

LAS VEGAS SENDS

PERSONALS

DELEGATION UF

FOR BOUT WITH

I 01

SHAFFER

GIVE THE

SALMON GREYS

-busiPerry of Raton was
,
ness visitor In Las Vegas tday."
M. L. Kahn of Pueblo, Colo., was a
A
;
business visitor in Las Vegas today
.
J. J. Burke of Lamar, Cola; "was f
'
business visitor in Las Vegas today.1
APART BY O'MAL- - LOCAL BASEBALL AGGREGATION
Miss Marie Dunn of Gascon came in This city apparently not in- JUNE 17 IS 'SET
PLAYS 7 TO 5 GAME AT
OF HIS
ANOTHER
FOR
LEY
re-tai- l
IN
BOOSTING
from her home for a few terested
. yesterday
AMUSEMENT PARK
FISTICFESTS.
business
visit In Las Vegas.
W. M.

H. J. .Slack of Albuquerque

.

came in

Four Las Vegas boosters left today
today to represent this city at the
state meeting of the Retail Business
Men's association, which
began at
Roswell
today. Raton sent over
20 delegates; Albuquerque
about 30;
Santa Fe a large number. Yet Las
Vegas, With all her boosters, was abie
to send but four.
Jake Stern, Ike Bacharach, Richard
Johnson and W. H. Stark, secretary of
the Commercial club, composed the
party that made the trip. These men
will endeavor to advertise Las Vegns,
but likely will find it a difficult task
with the small delegation that (vent
from here.
The Y. M. C. A. summer cam;; will
be advertised at Roswell by Secretary
W. H. Stark and his three boosters.
It will be brought before the minds of
the business men from other'sections
of the state and without doubt a big
delegation would have been a strong
factor towards bringing a number of
visitors to' the camp this summer.

yesterday afternoon for a few days'
'
business visit in Las Vega's.
Reed Holloman of Tucumcari came
in yesterday afternoon for a few
days' business visit in- Las Vegas.
Mr. and Bias Sanchez
of Wagon
Mound came in yesterday afternoon
for a few days' visit in Las Vegas.
F. W. Doolin and A. R. Muesse of
Watroua came in Saturday evening for
a few days' business visit in this city.
Augustine Ottati, agent for the Sin- ger Sewing Machine company at Trini
dad, was a business visitor here to- day.
C. C Duke, representing the well
known John B. Stetson Hat company,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
Mrs. Charles A. Spiess left yester'
day afternoon for Santa Fe where
she will visit friends for the coming
few days.
A. A. Sena of Gallinas Springs came
in yesterday evening for a week's stay
in Las Vegas on business and to at-

The Las Vegas Slues, the West side
Arrangements for another
were completed aggregation, demonstrated that they
lightweight battle
Saturday night at Promoter Charles are a fast bunch of amateur baseball
Louis Newman of players when they held the Salmon
O'Malley's office.
Las Vegas and Harry (Kid) Shaffer Grays of Santa Fe to a score of 7 to
of Albuquerque, will be the princi 5 at Amusement park yesterday af
With the exception of the first
pals. I The bout will be staged on
June' 17. A plan was in order to 'inning, when Santa Fe, taking advan
stage this battle on May 30, but on tage of the stage fright of the locals,
account of conflicting engagements, ran In three runs, the game was close.
Newman was unable to make.thiB
Salazar, who pitched for the Las Veshowed he had the
'
date.;! ,
; an gas aggregation,
ffcV i '
out. 11 opposing
struck
of
one
The fans expect
,the,,best ,goods.j lie
battles that have ibeen fought ,ia tjie barmen, and had his teammates supstate on the night when Newman and ported' him as they should, he doubtSchaffer clash for the lightweight less would have won his game. The
championship of the southwest. All Blues failed to hit in the pinches.
articles have been signed, and every Several times they had the bas'es octhing Is practically completed for the cupied, but poor haserunning or fail
bout with the exception of' the plac- ure of a hit to materialize prevented
,
guarantee, any scoring.
ing of the appearance
Jlmmie Lopez, who pitched for San
which is expected to be turned In
ta Fe was unsteady at times, but the
this week.
Newman, who showed class In his locals were not able to get him to
last battle with Bud Boyd, says that take one of his frequent balloon as
he will come out as we'll in this bout, censions. The Blues did some good
while Schaffer has an excellent rec playing in the first half of the ninth
ord behind him. The boys are re- inning when they prevented scoring
quired to make 135 pounds at 3 though Santa Fe had the bases filled
o'clock on the afternoon of the sev- with none out. Lopez struck out seven
enteenth. This will put Newman In Blues.
On account of the bad weather, a
the best possible shape as he wil
crowd witnessed the game.
more
at
138
small
the
or
probably weigh
The boxers must be In Those who were present, however, enrijngside.
Las Vegas at least a week before joyed several thrillers. Tne game
the battle, according to the agree- likely will result in some fast baseball
for Las Vegas this summer. A number
ment.
Schaffer left yesterday afternoon of the fans have suggested that the
for Albuquerque where he will train East side and West side baseball playwith a number of boys there who are ers unite to form one fast club. Such
to box on Decoration
day. Louis an organization would receive the supWith two teams
Newman probably will go to Den- port of everybody.
ver, where he will mix things with in the field it is doubtful ir either can
with clubs from
of that place. win many games
some fast fighters
Charles CMalley, the promoter, who other cities, owing to the lack of suf
gave the fans last week one of the ficient baseball material here to make
best bouts ever held in Las Vegas, up two fast clubs.
The line-up- :
has been planning for this battle beSanta Fe Gomez, lb; Anaya, If; D.
tween Newman and Schaffer for
some time, and after working all day Anderson, 2b; Griego, c; L. Anderson,
Saturday, finally succeeded In match- 3b; Pujol, ss; Long, rf; Ortiz, cf;
I.opez, p.
ing the two boys.
Las Vegas Nieto, c; Montana, p;
Angel, 3b; Larrazolo, lb; Ellsworth,
rf; Salazar, p; Armijo, cf; Gallegos,
VAUDEVILLE SHOW
2b; Lujan, If.
The score by innings:

tend court.
'
,G. A. Jlartman, an old timer of Las
Mrs. Richard Dunn returned yescame in this afternoon for a
Vegas,
Gascon'
after
to
having
terday
f
business visit.
we.
days'
been a visitor in Las Vegas for the
Hile of WatrouB came in this
Joe
few
days.
past
Mrs. William Abernathy left Satur- afternoon from that place for a few
visit in Las Vegas.
day evening for Denver, where she days'
Miss Grace Kline of Levy came In
will visit friends and .relatives for
this afternoon from that place for a
.
the coming few weeks.
J
Mrs. P. O. McQuiddy and children few days' visit in Las Vegas.
J. C. McLemore returned this after
left yesterday afternoon for Lqs,,Cjer-- l
noon
from Denver after having been
will
visit relatives
rillos wheer they
a business visitor there for the past
for th coming week.
Fred Kent, representative for the week.
"
Engineer George B. Morrison, acJ. S. Brown Mercantile' company of
left
Denver, was a business visitor at the companied' by hi3 son, William,
on a
"'
Fe
Santa
for
this
afternoon
'
i
lccal grocery stores today,
Geoi-gAustin, an official of the bhort business trip.
Miss Dorothy Shedd of Columbus
Santa Fe Railway company, came in
came in this afternoon for s
Ohio,
in
his
from
headquarters
yeslerday
weeks'
visit with her brother, B
few
Topeka for a short business visit.
who
resides here.
F
Shedd,
Colfax
of
sheriff
Abe. Hixenbugh,
M. Friedmann of San Francisco, Cal
county, came in yesterday afternoon
to
with a patient for the hospital for came in from tnat place last night,
the insane. He returned to Raton attend the funeral of Mrs. Rachel
Friedmann, who died last week.
"last night.
D. L. Batchelor, local agent for tne
T.oiiis Rudulph left yesterday, morn-insleft last
for the Pecos where he will, be Santa Fe Railway company,
he
where
- night for points in Kansas
employed by the government as 'ft fprest ranger. He went to the Pecos by will spend the coming few days.
E. Hasty of Rowe came In Saturday
way of Gascon and tbence over the
for a few days' visit in Las
evening
main range.
Mr.
Hasty states that fishing
Mrs. Fred Anton returned, yester Vegas.
Rowe and that a large
near
is
good
where
day afternoon from Deming,
she has been for the past two weeks number of beauties have already been
visiting her husband, who Is employ- caught.
Joseph Ta'ichert, Milton Talchert,
ed by the Santa Fe Railway company
Krause and Maurice Katy of
Julius
as assistant trainmaster,
went on a fishing trip yesterChicago
Mrs. Isaac Hooker left yesterday
met with success to some
and
b'ae
will
day
whero
for
Lamy
afternoon
to the story told
extent,
according
HookMr.
remain for several months.
this
morning.
Santa
on
the
a
fireman
is
er, who
Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney for
Fe branch, recently was transferred
Santa Fe Railway company, left
the
to
from Las Vegas
Lamy.
with
Nelsot and yesterday afternoon In company
Mr. and Mrs. Georsje
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr.,
his
daughter,
children passed through here yesterand her, for Colorado
Springs,
day evening on their way to Califorwhere
they will remain for several
nia from Chicago. Mr. Nelsim former
weeks.
ly was employed in Las Vegas by the
of Aspen, Colo., a
Santa Fe Railway company, but at Bert Blakemore,
arrived In
son
Thomas
of
Blakemore,
present Is located in Chicago as chief
a short
for
last
Las Vegas
evening
clerk in the refrigerator dispatch
' '
'"'" ' vsiit with his grandparents, Mr. a 1
Mrs. J. C' Johnsen. Bert, accompa
nied by his sister, will leave tomor
where his. par
row- for Albuquerque
ents now reside.
That will remain moist. '
The guests at El P6rvenlr yester
Every housewife who bakes her own
Mr. and Mrs.
bread knows that if a little potato Is added day were as follows:
to the sponge,' the bread will not dry out Stephen Powers, Mrs. C. H. Gibson,
as quickly. In this recipe potato Is utilized Mrs. J. P. M. Acker, Miss Louise
to make doughnuts that will remain moist
Miss .Tosethin Young, Erie
nd fresh for several days.
Walter
,Hoke, Charles W. G,
Hoke,
adK C will be found to have distinct
Frank
Bope, W. H. Stark,- E.
vantages over any other Baking Powder Ward.
ior doughnuts. K C is a double acting R. Raymond and W. C. McChessell.
baking powder with which a large batch of
William
Al Rookledge,
driver;
doughnuts may be mixed and fried a few at
C.
Corella,
and
relief
driver,
and
nice
will
as
be
West,
light
a time. The last
as the first
mechanician, comprising the crew of
an U. C. Hupp motor which is mak
C Potato? Doughnuts ing a trip from Los Angeles to New
of Baking
By Mrs. "Nerada"Briggs,
York City, were in Las Vegas Satur
Schocfl fame.
An- day. They stated they left Los
51 cyja flour: 2 eflgsf I.
travel
aril
eWpTfrnr eelelkm May 5,
sugar; A level tea spgorifulp fc?fTr
ing along at a .leisurely1; hot at
A u ttacmg rowaer; t
salt; i teaspoonful
tempting to- .breakjiny records. The
viaec; 1 cup cold mashed
said
the New Mexico roads
autoists
potato; ! cup milk, or more
better
than those in Arl- much
are
itneeaea.
id thfl
highway be
tween here and Santa Fe is badly In
need of markers and appeared
pleased when told the Commercial
club has made' arrangements to put
suitable signs at all cross roads.
Sift three times, the flour, salt, spice and up
.
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Man Establish a Credit

omg

If you wish to make a success in business open a checking
account with us NOW and create a credit for later use.

2

Paid on Checking Accounts

BANK
THE PEOPLES
-

(EL

CO.
TRUST
.

.

Capital

$111,000

3S

RATON BOOSTERS

TODAY'S BASEBALL

"DOLLED

ALL
National League.
Chicago at Philadelphia; clear.
Pittsburg at New York; clear.
St. Louis at Brooklyn; clear.
Cincinnati at Boston; clear.
American League.
DELEGATES TO BUSINESS MEN'S
Boston at Chicago; clear.
AiT
MEETING
ROSWELL
A
Washington at Cleveland; clear.
WELL DRESSED CROWD.
Philadelphia at Detroit; clear..
New York at St. Louis; cloudy.
American Association.
A number (of Raton boosters were
Toledo at Milwaukee; clear.
visitors in Las Vegas yesterday for a
Louisville at Minneapolis; clear.
short 'tlme, on their way to Roswell
at Kansas
City; where! they will attend the annual
Indianapolis
cloudy.
meeting of the Retail Business Men's
Columbus at St. Paul; clear.
association, which began today. This
Western League.
is the llvest punch of boosters that
Denver at Lincoln; clear.
has ever hit Las Vegas. Decorated
with ribbons and white caps with
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
yellow bands around them, and their
National League.
automobiles ''fussed" up with flaga
No games scheduled.
In loud colors, they made quite an
J
American League.
appearance.
Washington,' 2; Detroit, 1.
The trip from, Raton, was made earPittsburg, 4; Cleveland, 2.
ly yesterday "morning, and the party
St. Louis, 9; Boston, 1.
arrived In Las Vegas at about 12
Chicago, 5; New York, 3.
o'clock.
They left early in the afWestern League,
ternoon for Roswell. Those in tne
uenver, 11; St. joeepu, o
party were M. R. Mendelson, vice
Wichita, 6; Sioux City, 5
president of the Raton Business
Omaha, 11; Topeka, 3
Men'B association; F. C. E. Van Dus-seLincoln, 4; Des Moines, 3.
secretary; A. Newman, official
American Association.
Indianapolis, 3; Kansas City 5".

n,

Toledo,
Columbus,
Minneapolis, 3; Louisville, 4.
Milwaukee,
St. Paul,

0--0;

STANDING OF CLUBS
National League.
Won Lost
Club
7
16
Philadelphia
9
18
Brooklyn
12

14
14
15

New York
St. Louis
Chicago

R. H. E. Boston ...
0 7 II 7 Pittsburgh

14
15
14
17
20

...11
12

photographer for the trip; J. A. Cutler, editor of the Raton Range; B. I
Connell, reporter for the Raton
Range; Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Fugate,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Larkln, J.
S. A. Wiseman, Walter Nutting, Harry Lyons, C. C. Riddell, Robert Boyle, Ralph Ludlum, Ira Duck-- ,
worth and A. R. Davis.

Most Prompt and Effectual Cure for
Bad Colds.
When you have a bald coid you
want a remedy that will not only give
relief, but effect a prompt and permanent cure, a remedy that is pleas-

ant to take, a remedy that contains
Chamberlain s
Injurious.
nothing
Cough Remedy meets all these requirements. It acts on nature's plan,
relieves the lungs, aids expectoration,
opens the secretions and restores th'
system to a healthy conaitlon. This
remedy has a world wide sale and
use, and can always be depended
upon. Sold by all dealers.
A man living at Auburn, New York,
had a severe attack of kidney and
bladder trouble. Being a working
man, not wanting to lose time, he
cured himself completely by using
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
sayB: "It Is a pleasure to report that
tno cure was permanent." His name
is J. A. Farmer. O. G. Sehaefcr and
Red Cross Drug Store.

THE OLD RELIABLE

'

Pet

BAIN WAGON

.696
.667
.538
.5u(.

.500
AiO
.414

Santa Fe . .3 1 0 1 0 0 0 2
.2S0
8
Cincinnati
Las Vegas 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 5 9 6
American
League
Batteries: Santa Fe Lopez and
Won Lost Pet.
Club
DUNCAN AND BROWNE DISCOVER
Nieto
and
Salazar
Las
Vegas
Griego;
.731
9
19
ATTRACTION GOOD ENOUGH
Philadelphia
Umpire Ellis.
9
17
TO FILL OPERA HOUSE
Washington
AM
11
19
Cleveland
.623
12
20
...
An attraction of too large caliber for
Chicago.
".455
18
15
,
HANDLING 3t. Louis
the Browne theater has been secured BARTENDERS
.367
19
11
Boston ,
for tonight only by Managers Duncan
.323
21
10
today
...
Detroit
and Browne, who announced
THE STOLEN MONEY New York
.253
12
7
that the Duncan opera house would
Western League,
be the scene of a wonderfully good
Won Lost Pet.
Club
vaudeville show this evening.
CHICAGO BOOZE DISPENSERS AC
.692
8
18
novelties
some
of
consists
show
Denver
This
CUSED OF AIDING. GANG OF
.640
9
16
Lincoln
that have made big hits in several
BANK ROBBERS
.607
11
17
nov
St. Joseph
of the largest cities. The comedy
.462
14
12
the
Ladi
and
the
Des
"The
Moines
Lady,
elty
Chicago, May 19. Almost $100,000 Omaha ...
.414
15
12
Coon," by The Reese and Alfrey Sisnf the S271.000 in Canadian money
.4 ii)
14
11
Sioux City
ters,, Is said to be a scream of fun
stolen from the branch of the Bank
.423
15
11
.
from beginning to end. Carter, TayTopeka
of Montreal at New Westminster, B.
.29 f.
8
19
will
also
Wichita ...
lor and Company
present
exchanged for United
their big laughing hit. Jerry Croft, C, has ben
States currency by Chicago saioon
Mr. and Mrs. David Gottlieb of
America's greatest banjoist, one of
to the assertion of
those boys who can make a banjo keepers, according of a detective agen Trinidad are here for a visit with E.
the superintendent
Rosenwald and Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
talk, sing, pray and do other stunts,
made last night. Michael J. Flan- Rosenwald.
will be the last number on the, pro- cy,
agan, proprietor of a saloon, was argram.
morning, when
The show will begin at 7:30 o'clock, rested, early yesterday
accused: him of giving them
men
two
as usual. There will be moving picCINCINNATI STRIKE
to exchange. Three
tures In addition to the vaudeville. It Canadian money
surother saloon keepers are under
is expected a big crowd will toe presMAY BE SETTLED
"
veillance, and arrests may result.
Is
ent.
William JF Lawler, and Charles
arrested orfl Saturday night,
Ed O'Brien, who recently accepted a O'Leary,
with, being the re- TRACTION COMPANY AND CAR
Flanagan
charge
new
position at Albuquerque in the
MEN HOLD A CONFERENCE ,
of the stolen money.
of
ceiver
part
Hotel Combs, passed through' here
,
TO MAKE TERMS
in
$454
Lawler asserted .he received
yesterday evening on his way to ColO'
af
en
from'Flanagaa
Wednesday
rado Springs. Mr. O'Brien, on account bills
Cincinnati, May 19 Announcement
The jnj&eyjpnally reached
of poors health, was forced to give up ternoon.
of
Monthe settlement of the " street" car
of
Bank
the
of
the local branch
his .position 'In the Duke City.
'expected today as the
treal and was traced back.
,v t strike was
between officials
conference
a
Of
suit
tunnelled
who
Three of the robbers
Traction
company
Cincinnati
of
the
tne
of
Westminster
the
vuit
into
i
union
bank are in prison awaiting trial. The and representatives of the
fourth member of the gang is hiding
Boht sides today united in asking
in Chicago, detectives say, and it is
to
is
Judge Geogehan of the common pleas
that Flanagan
saidj
C. A.
to postpone action upon the pe
court
was
which
the
money
obtained
have
filed by the city of Cincinnati
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HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for anv case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured b Hall'8 Catarrh

THE REASON.

SHE WAS INTERESTED

IN

DEFAULT

MAY 19, 1913.

OF BRIDE

Cure.

73he

'

F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known

J5he

OPTIC

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN D RtiGULAS DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST

.

By

By NELLIE CRAVEY GILMORE.

JOSIE ROYSE.
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"Baby games!" whispered the girl
with the high collar, disdainfully, aa
fche glanced at the table of puzzles
laid out for the entertainment of the
quests. "What bright Ideas some peomy
ple do ha7e! I wouldn't WMtsettled
time over them!" Then she
back in an arm chair.
"No, thank you. I don't believe I'll
(try tonight," she replied to her hostess, who asked her to choose a puzzle. "I passed the age for those
things ten years ago." With that she
smiled bo superciliously that the hos
less flushed, but passed on to th
next gueBt without comment.
"Here!" remonstrated the young
man with a white carnation In hi!
Thii
coat "I get another choice!
cine Is a mistake. It never was in
tended to come apart, and so it lsn'l
fair! Give me that heart thing li
looks easy!"'
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By RALPH J. HERKIMER.
As it was dark when I reached
Amiens I decided to spend the night
at the house of a friend, for I did not
dare to imperil the message by riding

at night. Already I had been attacked
twlca since landing atBologne and I
had no mind to fail in the first important trust with which the king, my
master, had intrusted me.
I found my friend's house with some
little difficulty, being obliged to inquire the way several times from
passers by. This was unfortunate, as
the event proved, for it gave my enemies a clue to my stopping place. Jean
It seemed was absent on a visit, but
was expected to' return any minute.
His father, the Count d'Arteis, received me kindly and bade me, as a friend
of Jean's, to make myself at home.
The house was very old and the
drawing-roowhich was used as a
guest chamber bad an air of historic
association which was increased by
the trophies of sport and war that
hung on the walls. The windows were
of heavy plate glass and were hung
with curtains of fine Brussels lace.
On the ceiling was a peculiar mosaic
tile which was qrumbling In places
with age. In one 'corner of the room
stood a carved oak cabinet containing
a valuable collection of glass articles.
Two of these in particular the count
pointed out to me as the pride of his
collection.
They were of crystal.
without other ornament than their
natural purity and clearness. He
formed me that they, were of the cele
brated Venetian glass, so delicate that
if a poison were poured into pne it
'
would crumble to pieces.Dinner was soon over, and after a
chat with my host over our cigars I
retired to my room. About half after
nine the bell rang and the butler announced a gentleman to see me. I
asked to have him shown to my room,
and after an Interval ho appeared. He
was a thin, pale individual, corfstantly
In a roundabout manner,
coughing.
but without displaying any tact, he
managed to convey the idea that he
wished to purchase my message. Naturally my first impulse was to throw
him bodiiy from the room; but I reflected that if he could be made to
talk I might learn something of value.
With this idea in mind I got from my
saddlebags a flask of cordial and as
there were no other glasses in the
room I took from their resting place
the two Venetian goblets, and, pouring the wine into them, returned to
the end of the room to get a chair.
As I picked up the chair there was
a sharp sound as of a stone dropping.
When I returned to the table I noticed that a piece of my glass was
broken in a
form, as
though it had been suddenly hit. To
put. him at his ease and partly to give
him a notion of the value of what he
had broken I told my visitor of the
legend connected with them. As I

BATTLE OF FLOWERS COSTLY

KBsmmmmmmmmmmmwimmmmm

Conflict, With Posies for Ammunition,
Occurs Annually in Paris on the
Promenade des Anglais.

.WHEN TACT WON

Paris, France. When one who has
never seen a battle of flowers tries
to imagine what like It must be, it la
surely to dream of the apotheosis of
sll that is fragrant, dainty, care-frelavish, and anything that smacks of
commercialism can never be associated with it. But to the Nlcols, who
a battle of
prepare the
flowers is a time of worry and hard
work with never a glimmer
of ro
mance about it, unless if be the romance of business. ., .
The municipality, which has erected
grandstands and enclosures, is anxious
that' not a seat shall be .vacant; the
e,

I

j

mlse-en-scen-

s

f
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Simple

of Nice.

Beauty

carriage hirers, who cover up defects
of harness and ccach with springs of
greenery, and charge the price of a
week's hiring for two short hours'
crawl, look to this day to pay "many
debts; the florists, who with 20 francs'
worth of flowers decorate your carriage and smilingly ask five louis,
must get rid of their replenished stock
of quickly .fading blossoms; the itinerant venders of bouquets hope for a
vigorous and exciting battle which will
make patrons forget the exorbitant
prices demanded; to all these, and
many others, a battle of flowers is a
deadly anxious time.
It is on the splendid stretch of the
Promenade des Anglais, with the
plunge of the waves on the pebbly
beach as the most characteristic refrain, that the battle is fought out.
It is 2 o'clock, and as a gun booms
out to signal the commencement of the
fete, a long line of decorated carriages begins to enter the open space
between the stands, and proceeds at a
walking pace, while the thousands of
'spectators in the enclosures look out
eagerly for friends, exclaim on the originality, beauty or bad taste of the
carriage decorations, all the time buytheir supply, of fragrant ammuniing
finished I saw that he was much agition from the venders who shout their
tated, drops of perspiration stood on wares.
his forehead as he trembled violently.
You see on the laps of the folk In
He saw me watching him and tried to
cover his confusion by a fit of cough- the carriages shallow baskets heaped
small bouquets. There is not the
ing, but I was thoroughly aroused. with
of flowers you would expect
variety
so
had
the
talo
him?
affected
In
Why
a flash I saw it all. Holding a piece to see in this southern paradise. Vioof my glass to the light, I saw on the lets are the most chic, the prettiest
side a powder-liksubstance. I was and dearest. But by far the greater
this
when
my caller took number of the bouquets are of stocks,
examining
the opportunity to escape. The pow- which are plentiful and cheap, but the
der I knew to bo arsenic, with which stalks of which are villainously hard,
I had before had experience'. It was and you a resure to see for days after
now quite late and I would have to dainty ladies carrying reminders of the
start early. I retired immediately, fray in the shape of unromantic black
and being accustomed to unexpected eyes and scratched cheeks.
The carriages move to the stands
adventures was soon asleep.','
Early the next morning Jean, who along one side of the BDace. then turn
had returned during the night, awak- round and move down the other side.
ened roe. As I related the adventure At first the launching of bouquets is
a look of amazement Overspread his spasmodic and 'a little shamefaced.
countenance and when I had finished Only when friends encounter is there
he told me that the goblets were mere- any animation, but you sometimes
ly copies of the famous Venetian glass miss a friend and strike a prettier
and that the originals were safely stranger, who must retaliate and beptored in the fairiily vault. This great- fore you know you are in the thick of
ly relieved my mind, for I had been it, your great basket of flowers which
worrying over the breakage of an heir- cost you many francs is empty, and
loom which could never have been re- you are so fascinated with the game,
placed; but why, then, had the goblet and so eager to begin again, that you
broken ? Walking over to the table, pay whatever the perambulatory flow-- ;
who thrust their paniers inJean pointed to the ceiling. Thero
above us was a crack in the mosaic, to your face- - may demand. Reckonand from the debris of broken glass he ings are for the morrow.
picked up a little red tile. It had
saved my life!
WEARS 7 SUITS OF CLOTHES
That night I reached Paris in safety
and delivered my trust to the king. Stalwart
Figure Dwindles as the New
When I told him of the happening he
York Police Strip Garment After
me
a beautiful cut glass goblet
gave
Garment From Prisoner.
to present to my friend as a compensation for the loss of the copy of the
New York. "Keep at it, boys ; we'll
Venetian goblet.
get 'em all off pretty soon," encour(Copyright, by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
aged Policeman John Quinn of the
Adams street police? station, Brooklyn,
Around the World on Foot.
Interest has lately been roused In as his comrades stripped suit after suit
what appeared at
England by the arrival there of a of clothing from
young Australian, Leslie Wilson, who first glance to be a stalwart negro.
The latter had been arrested by
has started out to walk around the
Quinn when he noticed him carrying
world. Already he has gone some
which
miles. He is planning to take a with great difficulty 'a suitcase
'
year to the trip, as he will not be able seemed to be overloaded. When the
to walk except on the land and will last piece of clothing was stripped
have to take a steamer part of the from the prisoner he was found to be
a puny West India negro, who gave
way.
'
He is walking, he says, for health the name of John Haughton, and said
and strength and not for any wager or he lived at 12 Fleet' street, Brooklyn.
i
notoriety or any selfish end. He com- He wa3 locked up. was sent out
A general alarm
by the
menced without money and has to
earn his living and passage expenses. police, and it was found that Marcus
This he does by lecturing. He eats Miller's general store Jn Janfuica bVid
13 suits of clothes..
only two meals a day, and claims that been robbed of
seven suits when arwore
to.
Haughton
more
is
much
he
able
walk long distances when he goes without lun- rested. The other six were found in
the suitcase.'
cheon.
star-shape- d
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Not Complimentary.
"I hate to hear the human head referred to as a 'noodle.' "
"I don't so much mind about the
human head in general, but I hate to
hear my head called a 'noodle."

Did Well Here.
New York. Four boys who emigrated to this country 29 years ago,
sailed for borne aboard the steamship
Neckar today. Their combined cap'
ital was $3,000,000. '.
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HOW IT WAS

OUT

By NELLIE CRAVEY GILMORE.

Hartley's pen raced furiously over
the paper. Then with resolute fingers
he folded and addressed the letter, laying it aside to be posted.
Afterwards, he arose, took one or
two, impatient turns up and down the
room; then came back and sat. down
again, thinking deeply. Some abrupt
whim prompted him to reopen the envelope and read it over before sending
'
it. It ran:,
"
"My Dear Elsie: I have know for a
long time that you cared nothing for
me, and that you did care for that
man.; The enclosed clipping may not
come amiss merely as a direct justification of my present course. This
much, let me say, in regard to your
latest offense: hereafter it will not
be necessary that you exert yourself
toward further deception, since it Is
my unalterable determination to put
all thought of you forever, out of my
life. As to Carrington, he is not worth
the sacrifice of powder and shot necessary to eliminate his vile existence.
I am making all, preparation to dispose of the home immediately; your
personal effects will be shipped to
whatever address you may wish to
indicate. Please spare me the annoyance of any reply, and the pain of a
future meeting. All can be satisfactorily arranged through our lawyers.
Yours Arthur Hartley."
Hartley went over the lines with
scorching cheeks. Surely he had not
been so great a fool as to heap insults
like these upon a possibly innocent
woman!

-
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MONDAY,

The

nstructive

n. s
"How did yo' al get yo' nose busl

ed?"

"I done slipped down an' plumb H
on my back."
"But, name, o' goodness, sah! yo'
nose isn't located on yo' back."
"No, sab; an' needer was Bruddei

Idea

Jones."

MISUNDERSTOOD HER

In
A

Ad venisin

"

,

With a gesture'of disgust he tore
the letter into shreds and flung It into
the fire. . Next morning he bought a
ticket for the Adirondacks.
Elsie Hartley was in one of her radiant moods when the surrey drove up
and left her husband standing on the
sidewalk before the "Inn."
A minute before she had believed
him hundreds of miles away, tugging
at the pile of briefs he had declared
it impossible for him to leave under a
,
fortnight.
Then they both laughed, and afterwards he went up to her suite to brush
up a little,, as it was almost the hour
for dinner.
His wife's noncommittal attitude
had left him more in the dark than
ever. Two days ago he would have
sworn that she was guilty; today he"
would have taken an oath of just the
reverse. Yet there were the damning
bits of evidence that no- - amount of
argument or sophistry could overcome. Should he trust her or
The sudden appearance of a waiter
dinner interrupted his
announcing
reverie. He put aside all personal reflection and changed his clothes with
dispatch. A few moments later he had
started toward the door. On the way
out his eyes fell by accident upon a
crumpled sheet of closely written .note
paper. .The writing was in his wife's
hand, unmistakably. He read with a
suffocating heart:
"Dear Charley: There was a time
when I believed that I had unfortunately given my heart to you, and that
I should never be able to live happily
away from you. But, thank heaven,
the knowledge of my true feelings has
come to me before it was too late. I
am sending this to you to stop you in
New York. Do not come here, for if
you do I shall decline even to- recognize you. My husband Is an honest
and honorable man, and in every way
is far above the average. Should he
ever learn of my meanness, I fear that
it would be the end of everything for
me. You see it has come to this that
I fully realize now how deep and genuine is the feeling I have always had
for him, notwithstanding this miserable affair between us., It was, I assure you, entirely brought about by a
J?v.cy on my part that he was bugln-ninto neglect me. I am re peri tin;;
most keenly this r'diculous folly, and
v i:.h the
help of God.? mean to bs forever trim and honorable. Don't try to
me, for I wes' nevi.-determined in my life li H,"

...

-

ill' 1J
"Willie, you musn't fight any of the
boys in your class."
'SiWell, if you think I'm going out of
my class and go up against some
guy you're mistaken."

BIGGEST

1

i,"

'ft!

t7S?S

A

mm
t "Bre'er Jones, does you think de
devil is a black man or white man?"
"I dunno; an' all I does know is de
biggest race problem is how ter keep
ten yards ahead of him!"

..':-ing-

People read advertising now

for instruction and information,
as well as for its "bargain" possibilities.

VERY TRUE

New ideas, new thoughts,

difi.-nado-

When Hartley looked up frc:r. (he
.
letter his eyes were blurred unJ
Her only crime had been h.r
weakness, and for that he himself v. :.i
doubtless in part responsible.
He walked over to the mantel emi

"What shall I wear?"
"What shall eat?M
"Where shall live?"
And so on down the long list
of human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern, progressive newspaper.
1

PROBLEM

RACE

"Where shall I go?"
"What shall I do?"

'

31

!

1'

'

'.

spirations and suggestions constantly come to you if you take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.

deliberately struck a match, applying
the flame to the crumpled sheet of
paper: When it h?d fallen to H: - :
"What kind of a season are we gobits over the hearth he turned. For
some reason he had not heard tho ing to have, Uncle Abner?"
"Well, It's awful hard to say as to
door open softly, and the blood flan: -- 'I
over his face as he encountered ' N that. You know it depends a hull lot
on the weather."
wife's eyes fixed full upon him.
An awkward silence fell betwr .;
them. Hartley passed an arm abiitit
UNKIND INFERENCE.
her shoulders and bent swiftly to kL..'
her.
Had she seen him destroy the letter,
and did she know that lie hr.'i rc:d
R"d knew it all? Ho would never uv
the answer to that question, but' t"r
warm touch 'of the lips she lif!d id
his caress solved all future problei-- s
for them botb.
;
(Copyright,, by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
.

Those Prolific Hens.
Angry Purchaser Didn't you toll
me that you had got as many ,aa
twelve eggs in one day from those
eight hens that you sold me.?
Poultry Raiser Yes ma'am.
Angry Purchaser Then why is it
that I'm never able to get more than
two eggs from them and sometimes
not so many in one day?
Raiser I
Poultry
don't know,
ma'am, unless if a because you look
for eggs too often. Now, if you look
for them only once a week ,1 feel
quite
positive that you will get just as many
pggs in one day as I did.
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Don't neglect your ad
in

one
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"My husband and I never tiuarrel.'
"Where dwi h live? I'.KuropoT""
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EIGHT

BOOKS suitable for GRADUATION
GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.

SPVtt,

MONDAY,

Saturday,

C ALIFORNIA

-

Clothea

All-Wo- ol

Guaranteed
inch
Cotton Garden Hose

coupkd in

4

50-fo-

ot

lengths

LIGGETT'S GRADUATION
OLATES at MURPHEY'S.

CHOC-

Try a dram ot Old Taylor

Rip e Olives

at

the Opera Bar.

Adv.

Mrs. Briggs has a new way of
chickens pay. At the Duncan

Tuesday night.
big line of APPROPRIATE
GRADUATION PRESENTS at

Phone Main 379

A

i

1

ANO) COMJOT
woodan 1ypa -ilie Utile wooddemand
writing
en tabte were only adaptations
for the .stenographer.
The old type

nice line of GIFT BOOKS at

MURPHEY'S.

Don't forget the High schol play
Miss Hattio Heineman has resigned
tomorrow night, at .the Duncan. Fifty
her position at the Bacharach Broth
and 35 cents.
ers' store.

75c Bottles

ItT'

J

SiTOJjQSlMQTI0IT

Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld

A

25c, Ca. s
35c Cevrvs

50c Cans
70c Cans

H "JRAFT-

I

at 7:15

lamps

m

Monday
3--

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.
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SPECIAL

LOCAL NEWS

Good to stert dinner
with, good to wind up
Quay meel with

$1.50 Cans

VEGAS DAILY

Ghl Art Steel
TYPEWRITER

STAKD AND CABHET

-
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TE ARMS' 'STORE
wiwi

WiftSf3witii,rtwnr"WiiiWiMi

MiiiiiMi

'i .t

fat tetter tends.

No drawers to collect dirt and causs
confusion. No crumpled papens;mov-aMe.witho- ut
liftuig.to follow litfht:
tales up little room ; sjivw ample jpace.
Come today and inspect it.

The Ladies Guild of St. Paul's Me
The W. C. T. V. will meet at the
morial
church will meet with Mrs.
BapMst church tomorrow for the an
Lucas at 2:30 Tuesday afternoon.
nua'! election of officers.
CORRESPONDENCE
PAPER for GRADUA-

CARDS AND
TION GIFTS at MUURPHY'S.

IN THE CAN

LYE

IS NO

THERE

weds of'particular si&ugnpkirs.

assortment of COMMENCE
MENT BOOKS at MURPHEY'S.
Big

t

INITIAL

LABEL

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE

I

INITIAL
PAPER and CORRES
PONDENCE
CARDS for GRADUA
TION GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.

.HE

J. T. Shoemaker of La Cueva has
purchased a Ford touring car. He
drove it to his ranch yesterday.

Nothing more pleasing than a box
Thirteen live young people in the
CHOCOLATES
for
of "Mrs. Briggs of the Poultry of LIGGETT'S
your GRADUATION GIFT, at MUR
Yard." See them tomorrow nlcht.

ROSENTHAL

Opposite the

FURNITURE

Y

ARE THE SUITS THAT WILL MAKE YOUR

CO.

M. C. A.

farthest. Now on display in our Window.

go

i

EAST LAST VEGAS. N. M.

cast

PHEY'S.

'11I1S

FRUITS"

QUALITY

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts"

you want the highest
canned fruits

if

quality Jn

At

1

t'

J.

H. STEARNS

(
I

Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

Raynolds, Vice President.
3. B, Davis, Vice President.

E. D,

BAM- -

FIRST NATIONAL
OP LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

C$?

Time Deposits

V7

J)

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA

COAL'?

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
iLiMi H. Vlfm G OtiO Oft ?t
Strawberries
Bananas
Apples
Grape Fruit
Oranges
-

Black

,!

,
,

;

'

Tartarian Cherries, etc.

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
Mrs. Anna Simison, who has teen in
in the wood. Direct from the distilfor the past week with an
disposed
to
you.
At the L.oIby, of course.
lery
attack of appendicitis, is somewhat
F. L. Stewart, formerly connected improved today.
with the Fred Harvey company, ha3
The funeral of Mrs. H. H. Clossen
secured a position as clerk with the
will be held tomorrow morning at
C. D. Boucher grocery.
10 o'clock from the family residence
on urand avenue.
LIGGETT'S CHOCOLATES
FRESH

and ESPECIALLY
BOXED for the
SWEET GIRL GRADUATE, at
The Buen Tiempo club will give
its first dance since Lent tonight
at the Fraternal Brotherhood hall.
All members are requested to be
present. The entertainment commit
tee wishes to announce that the best
music this side of Chicago will he
on deck at the dance tonight.

Turnips

Carrots
Spinach
Asparagus i
Green Onions, etc.

THE HOME OF THE BEST
OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

AT

THE ORAAF & HAYVARD

CO. STORE

o'clock.

Santa Fe train No. 4 was run in two
sections yesterday for the' first time
since the returning tide of traffic from
the coast abated. The first section
carried 101 passengers and the second

All those who attend the Tann- hauser lecture-recita- l
at the Normal
COMMENCEMENT
BOOKS, LIGUniversity tonight are urged to be
GETT'S
CHOCOLATES
In
fancy
present promptly at 8 o'clock. It has
been decided to admit nobody be boxes, INITIAL PAPER AND CORCARDS at
tween the acts. Those who arrive RESPONDENCE
after 8 o'clock will be unable to get
in until after the first act is com
The Fraternal
Brotherhood will
pleted
meet tonight in the O. R. C. hall. The
initiation degree will be given a num
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts returned
ber of candidates after which refresh
yesterday from a trip to the Pecos ments will be served. All
members
valley, where he spent a week. Dr. are
requested to be present.
Roberts delivered the commencement
addresses for the High schools in two
John McClelland was arrested Sat
Pecos valley towns. He says that
a large number of students from that urday night by Night Officer E. C.
Ward on the charge of drunkenness
part of the state will be here to at
He was brought before Judge D. R.
tend the summer school.
Murray this morning and fined $5 and
the costs of the case, which he paid.
The commencement exercises of
the New Mexico College of Agricul-The band concert at the Plaza park
tureai and Mechanical Arts will open
next Saturday evening. The program last night was well attended. This
for the week is as follows: Saturday, was the first concert of the season and
the West side citizens are anxious
May 24, luncheon to senior class at
to have the band give two concerts
the president's residence; Sunday,
or more a week. The band will elv3
May 25, baccalaureate address, Presi
itn next concert on Wednesday evendent Garrison;
Tuesday, May 27,
senior class day exercises; Thurs ing in Hilsite park. Signs to the
effect that all persons shall keep off
day, May 29, commencement address
the grass in this park will not be in
by Hon. G. A. Richardson of Ros- on Wednesday night and every
order
well.
body will be invited to walk on the
lawns. The concert will start at 7:45
The members of the senior class of
,
o'clock.
the New Mexico Normal University
had considerable fun at the expense
DANCING WAS PUNK.
of the faculty this morning when
The
Hibbette Concert company
exerthey took charge of the chapel
cises. The students dressed and en that endeavored to entertain the San
deavored to act like their instructors. ta Fe employes and others at the Y.
M. C. A. hall last Saturday night was
Chesley Thomason
depicted Dr.
Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the one of the poorest entertainments
school, and Clare Koogler impersonat- that have ever been given in the Y.
The sen M. C. A. The dancing acts that, ac
ed Dean Frank Carroon.
iors handed the faculty some hot cording! to reports, had made a hit
roasts, and It is a good thing they before they reached1 Las Vegas, were
who do not
are about to leare the school, ac punk. The
of
favor
this
entertainment
kind
to
cords
the reports coming from the
were shocked and the people who
school on the hill.
are used to ballot dancing thought it
from classy. With one exception
far
We have arranged to keep our imthe concert was indigestible. This
Pereheron
stallion Argentenil
ported
was Miss Elizabeth Nickeil,
34475 at the farm of S. F. Hemlet on exception
the reader for the company. Miss
the Mora road 2
miles from Las
Nickel! is an artist in her line and
Vegas. This stallion weighs nearly a
who
ton when in show condition, sound undoubtedly is the best reader
ever came to Las Vegas.
and a high class Individual. We are
anxious to become acquainted with
the horse breeders and invite them to
inspect Argentenil at Mr. Hemler's
farm as well as our breeding farm at
TOMORROW
t the Y. M. C. A.
Onava, where we have several other
Pereheron stallions for
registered
Terms very reasonable
service.
The Rohrer Land and Development
Ladies' Class 9 o'clock a. in.
Co.
Intermediate Class 4:t5 o'clock.
s

Doctor

j&iigk'

89.

Whaa he thinks of
heavy Baby Buggies.

Eddie Meloney as Jimmy in "Mrs.
The funeral services for Mrs. Rachel
Briggs of the Poultry Yard," will
Friedmann were held this morning
make you laugh as he always does.
from the family residence, 1037 Eighth
Miss Nellie Floyd has secured a street. Dr. Jacob Landau officiated at
position with the Rosenthal Furniture the services, which were attended by
company, taking the place of Miss the many friends of Mrs. Friedmann.
Many floral offerings were sent by
Ida Laird, who has resigned.
friends. Interment was in the Jewish
Fifteen native laborers left yester- cemetery in the Friedmann family
day afternoon for Maxwell where they plot. The pall bearers were Charles
will be employed by the French Irri- Ilfeld, Bernard Appel, Simon Bachar-cah- ,
Maurice Danziger, Ludwig Wilgation company for several months..
liam Ilfeld and Dan Stern.

goodie-goodie-

Lettuce
Radishes
Beets

Thursday evening at the- Methodist
church the Epworth league will give
a social for the benefit of the organi
zation. The social will start at 7:30

It is

fcnown fa,ct thsxt

svre the

they
cause of manywomen's ills, being
t,o ha.rd
to push. The STURGIS is not only the lightest but the strongest
in the world.
Equipped with fine springs and the famous
luxury back, ee our line before you buy.
go-ca- rt

J. C. JOHMSEN & SON
EXCLUSIVE LOCAL AGENTS

NOtlCE.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
c'iub has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northern
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed to hunt or
fish upon this property except mem
bers of the club, and all persons go
ing there must be prepared to show
a membership card in this organization. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING

."

$150
$600
$950
$1300

will buy 2 good building lots on.Tilden avenue.
will buy 3 good' building lot Oii Fifth street.
will buy 4 room adobe house on a good corner.
will buy nice 5 room frame' house on S lots well improved

on Eighth street.
t
$1600 will buy modern frame house'

,

,

,

5

rooms,

street.

2

lots on Jackson

$3250 will buy modern 6 room house, all Improvements, including furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
$6250 will buy beautiful modern S room house,
everything
3 lots, best location on hill.
VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
WE CAN SUIT, YOU

AND FISHING CLUB.

THE INVESTMENT

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

AGENCY

&

603 Lincoln Ave.

CGJIPORATION

. GEO. A. FLEMING,

Manager.

RENT Furnished house or
rooms for light housekeeping. Miss
Richley, 508 Main avenue.

FOR

CRYSTAL;. BUTTER.
SPECIAL SALE

IS MADE FR.OM

MCas
I

,

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
'
vr
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

15TII, 1GTH, 17TI1
23f

We will not attempt

to give a complete list

s
of the numerous
we have to offer
but we will meet all
bar-gain-

prices.

Better Milk For a Better Town
Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
"
Babcock test for cream quality.
.
;

Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
modern
cities.
by
'

Ring out the old mistaken methods.

I

,

D.

BOUCHER

Phone Main 4 and 21

N. B. Fresh Strawberries every day Order ecirly.

Ring in the new correct ones. i

""

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
'Your family deserves our milk.

TIio Corbeft 'Sanitary' Dairy

South Pacific Street

MilUng Time

t

v,
A! M.

'

Las Vcrjas, New Mex
'
and 2 P. &I.
J

